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per roof has been stolen, the stone
balustrade which once surrounded the
terrace on the river front is battered
and broken. The once beautiful gar-
dens have for years run riot, the well-

kept lawns have been used for pasture,
and trees now obstruct the vistas

through which the river and surround-

ing valleys were once seen. On the
marble pavement of the hall, with a

background of marble pillars and ma-
hogany doors, two ragged Irishwomen
were washing clothes. On the marble
staircase ragged, bare-legged children
were romping with their dogs, and the

mingled smell of onions and soap-suds
filled the rooms whose proportions and
finish would not shame a palace.

Better, indeed, is it to destroy a

house than to leave it to fall into ruin
and decay.
While this Beverwyck Manor does

not fall strictly within the scope of this

article, for not in age or style is it

Colonial, yet it is closely allied in spirit
with the other great manors for which
the city was remarkable.
The other residences in the city

proper were small in comparison with
these great houses, and were for the
most part a development of the modest
brick dwellings in the Dutch style

already described.

The " Stevenson House," erected in

1780 by a rich fur trader, is said to

have been the first private dwelling
erected in Albany in the Colonial style.
It was considered as a new departure,
and known as "the rich man's house."
The Colonial features were confined to

the doorway, the Palladian window and
the cornice. The new style grew in

favor, and the new houses were erected
on a similar plan. The exteriors were,
for the most part, of great simplicity ;

the main entrance was, perhaps, arched
and filled with glass in Colonial pat-
terns

;
the cornices were often elab-

orate, and the roof was pierced with
arched and paneled dormer windows.

Occasionally a Palladian window in the

centre of the second story marked the

wide transverse hall which was used as

a family sitting-room
It was on the interior woodwork that

the greatest care and the most money
was lavished. The mantels of even the

most unpretentious houses were very
elaborate and were usually of very
elegant design.
The mantel shelves are supported by

two columns or a group of clustered

columns, and the panels decorated with

wreaths, festoons, or with classical

scenes depicted in moulded putty.
The doors are often surmounted

with classical pediments, or the more
Rococo broken and curved pediments ;

the jambs are gaines or paneled pilas-

ters, which support a full entablature,,
the frieze of which is decorated with
wreaths and panels or medallions con-

taining various designs in high relief

such as dolphins or gorgon's heads.
A later and more classical doorway,

very popular about 1810, is flanked by
two Ionic pilasters or engaged columns
which support a classical entablature,
the cornice of which is of reduced pro-
portions. Great attention was given
to the stairs. The spandrills were

usually decorated with a scroll or an-
themium pattern in high relief, and the

mahogany rail and newel were inlaid

with lighter woods. The interior cor-

nices were treated with great elabora-

tion, though not with the refinement
that the earlier mansions exhibit

;
in-

deed, the whole interior treatment is in

a different style, for lavishness and
richness take the place of simplicity
and refinement. In no other detail is

this so clearly exhibited as in the fire-

places. Those of the earlier period are

severe, the plain surfaces are never

decorated, and the ornament is confined
to the mouldings of the shelves and to

the frames of the picture panels, which
almost invariably reached from shelf

to ceiling. The owners of the less pre-
tentious dwellings on the other hand,
concentrated their expenditures upon
certain details, chief of which were the

mantels, where they decorated every
available moulding and filled every
plain surface with ornament in relief.

The unusual number and renown of

the Manor houses and mansions of

Albany were due to the fact that the

city was the home of many influential

families, who attained the greater

prominence by contrast with the people
of less importance, who were crowded
to the background.
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The entire country had been pur-

chased and colonized by one man and

remained almost unimpaired in the

hands of his descendants for more than

two centuries. The title and authority
of the original Patroon and his de-

scendants in the male line were un-

questioned and to them were paid the

honor and deference due to a manorial

lord. The people had been originally
his colonists and remained his tenants,
which added to his wealth while it in-

creased his importance.
At that time all the great families

made a feature of intermarriage . the

Van Rensselaers, the Schuylers, the

Jays, Livingstons and Bayards were all

connected by repeated intermarriage
and weilded a political power unknown

in these degenerate days. Thus the

prominent families of Albany were all

connected by marriage and formed an

oligarchical aristocracy none the less

powerful because untitled. With these
conditions it was but natural that dur-

ing the Colonial days there were
erected the many famous mansions for

which the city was celebrated, while
the great mass of the people occupied
comfortable but inconspicuous dwell-

ings. When feudalism had at last

given way to democracy and there
were more rich if fewer wealthy
citizens, the great mansions were
no longer built, but the average
was more than maintained by the
increase in the number of handsome
dwellings.

Marcus T. Reynolds.
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The inner temple court at Medinet Habou. From the drawing by Mr. John Pennethorne.

(See page 453.)

A DISCOVERY OF GREEK HORIZONTAL CURVES IN THE

MAISON CARREE AT N1MES.

ORTY-FOUR years
have passed away
since Francis Cran-
mer Penrose, then an
architect just begin-

ning life, published,
with the aid and co-operation of the

Dilettanti Society of London, his

epoch-making work on the " Princi-

ples of Athenian Architecture." It

was, therefore, in 1851 that the world
of science was first advised of a series

of facts regarding the construction of

the Parthenon and other temples of the
Greeks which are still a perpetual
source of wonder and of speculation
to the specialist to whose knowledge
even the existence of these facts is

still very closely confined.

The observations and measurements
of Penrose were undertaken in 1845,
and were completed in 1846 and 1847.

Up to those years the Greek temple
was supposed to be, what to the su-

perficial observer it appears to be. Its

horizontal lines were supposed to be

level and were consequently supposed
to be straight. Its vertical lines were

supposed to be perpendicular. Its cor-

responding and apparently equal di-

mensions were supposed to be equal,
and its corresponding spaces and dis-

tances were supposed to be commen-
surate. To discover an exact mathe-
matical ratio in its main proportions
was the constant effort of the archaeolo-

gist. The mathematical ratios Had
#0/been discovered exactly, but this was

thought to be the fault of the modern
and not the fault of the Greek.

On a sudden the measuring rod of

Penrose revealed that no two neighbor-

ing capitals or abaci of the Parthenon
are of corresponding size, that the

diameters of the columns are unequal,
that the inter-columnar spacings are ir-

regular, and that the metope spaces
are of irregular width. His plumb
line showed that none of the appar-

ently vertical lines are really perpen-
dicular. The columns all lean toward
the centre of the building. The side
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walls also lean to the centre. The
pilasters or antce at the angles of the

building lean forward. The architrave
and frieze lean backward and away
from the imaginary perpendicular.
The cornice and the fillet between the
frieze and architrave, as well as the
acroteria and antefixae, have their faces
inclined forward of the imaginary per-
pendicular. Finally the main horizon-
tal lines of the building are constructed
in curves which rise in vertical planes

larities as are easily detected, or as are

obtrusively conspicuous to the eye.
As regards the curves they are incon-

spicuous to the eye unless sighted for,
from some one angle of the building
and along the line of the steps, or of

the exterior line of the stylobate (the
platform on which the temple rests).
As viewed even from such an angle
they are so delicate as not to be ob-

trusively conspicuous. As seen from
other points of view, especially oppo-

Temple of Theseus at Athens.

to the centre of each side, but these
curves do not form parellels.
Three main facts appear throughout

all these various phenomena ; first, an

unquestionable purpose and intention,
whatever the purpose and intention

may have been
; second, an avoidance

of all exact ratios in proportions, of all

exact correspondences in the pre-

sumably equal objects, sizes, and

spaces and of all mathematically
straight, mathematically perpendicular,
and mathematically parallel lines

;

third, an avoidance of all such irregu-

site the centre of the ends or sides of

the building, they may be detected by
close observation, but there is no point
of view from which the eye is not

naturally disposed to discount the

effect as one of perspective. As there
are no straight lines, but only delicate

curves when straight lines are viewed
in perspective, it is natural for the eye
to discount the effect of a delicate

curve
;
for this is what the eye con-

stantly does when the actually straight
line is curved by natural perspective.
As regards the appearance of inclina-
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Greek temple at Egesta, Sicily. From a photograph showing the curves of the entablature.

tion in the columns we have the testi-

mony of Mr. Penrose that he was
months in Athens before he could de-

termine by the eye without plumbing
which way a given column leans, and
this fact will describe the delicacy of

other deviations from the perpendicu-
lar. As regards the variations in size

of presumably equal objects, or of

spacing in presumably equal distances,
it may be said that none of them can
be definitely asserted to exist on purely
ocular testimony, and that the sur-

veyor's work is necessary not only to
determine their amount, but even to
determine their existence. Here again
the difficulty in definite ocular detec-
tion depends on the fact that all ob-

jects of exactly corresponding size

vary in apparent size according to the

point of sight. Hence when an ele-
ment of delicate irregularity of size or

spacing is artificially produced, it is

impossible for the eye to avoid dis-

counting this irregularity into perspec-
tive effect. Let it be noted here that I

do not use the words perspective effect

as necessarily implying an increase in

effect of magnitude. If a Parthenon

capital nearer to the eye be smaller

than one next to it, and farther away
from the eye, the effect in so far would
be to diminish apparent distance be-

tween the two capitals, but this would
still be an illusive effect of perspective

appearance, because the ordinary effects

of perspective would prevent the eye
from appreciating an exact equality of

size if it had existed. Then again, if

a spectator be facing two unequal ad-

jacent capitals at exactly equal dis-

tances from each, in which case they
would naturally appear equal, the dif-

ference of size indicates to the eye a
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deflection in the line of the building,
or, in other words, the spectator ap-
pears, in so far, to be nearer to the large
capital than he is to the smaller one.
We will now specify some of the

maximum cases of irregularity accord-

ing to the measurements of Penrose,
which are given in feet and decimals of
a foot. The curve of the Parthenon
entablature on the flanks, about 228
feet in length, is .307 (decimals of a

foot). At the sides of the building it

is .171 in something over a hundred
feet. (The flattest curve in Greek art

is the entasis of the Erechtheium
columns, which is .0195 in 21 feet.)

Illustration showing the curves of the Stylobate of the
Parthenon. (From a photograph.)

The Parthenon columns lean .228 in 30
feet, an inclination of one unit in 150
units. In other words, as the columns
lean to the centre of the building they
would, if sufficiently prolonged in

height, meet at a height of 5,856 feet

above the level of the pavement. The
antce. have a forward lean of one unit

in 82, and the acroteria and the ante-

fixse have a forward lean of one in 25.
A maximum deviation in spacings of

the metopes is .325 ;
the measurements

of these spaces being four feet and
over. The maximum deviation in in-

tercolumnar spacings is over two feet,

but this amount of deviation is only
found at the angles where the columns
next the corner are that much nearer

the corner. At these points the spac-

ings narrow from eight feet and a deci-

mal to six feet and a decimal. Aside

from the angle columns the maximum
intercolumnar deviation on the north
flank is .136, in measurements which
are all over eight feet with decimal va-

riations. A maximum deviation in the

diameters of columns (of corresponding
lines and sizes), is .23 in measurements

giving diameters of five feet and a
decimal. A maximum deviation in

size of the capitals is .312 in measure-
ments of six feet and a decimal.

These instances will give an idea of

the amount of actual irregularities ac-

cording to actual measurement, and we
will add that instances of two adjacent
measurements being equal are almost

absolutely unknown. We can occa-

sionally trace some scheme in the va-

riations by comparing two halves of

one end, or one side of the building,
but when such a scheme appears it

does not repeat itself in any two dif-

ferent series of measurements on one
side or one end of the building. For

instance, in the metopes of the east

front the spaces widen from the angles
toward the centre, but this does not
hold of the intercolumnar spacings,
where the only perceptible scheme is

that which makes the corner intercol-

umniations narrower by two feet and a

fraction.

That all these remarkable deflections

and irregularities were intended has

been proven by masonry measure-
ments and masonry observations.

Penrose places the maximum deviation

due to error or carelessness in the Par-

thenon masonry, at one-fiftieth of an
inch. The two ends of the building
are of equal width within that fraction.

The difference of .02 (inch decimal) in

101 feet, points out " the degree of

error which may have arisen from in-

accuracy of workmanship in the Par-

thenon." To quote his own words

again : "In the measurement of mod-
ern or even Roman buildings, an at-

tempt to obtain the original measure-
ments of considerable distances to the

thousandth part of a foot would be

fallacious, but in a building of the best

Greek workmanship it can be done

satisfactorily, if proper care be taken

to select such measurements as have
been least exposed to the action of the

weather ; for, owing to the perfect
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Illustration showing the curves of the Stylobate of the Parthenon. (.
From a photograph ;

jointing of the stones the errors occa-
sioned by any small shifts, which may
have arisen from earthquakes or the
violence of human agency, can be cor-

rected most satisfactorily." To illus-

trate the refinement of masonry joint-

ing, he mentions the observation of
Stuart that the stones of the steps
under the columns of the Parthenon
have actually grown together.

" On
breaking off parts of two stones at the

joint he found them as firmly united as

though they had never been separate."
This is explained as due to molecular
attraction of two surfaces ground to-

gether to a very smooth finish, on the

principle which explains why two panes
of glass may adhere to one another.
For an account of the methods by
which this wonderfully fine fitting and

jointing were obtained, the work I am
quoting must be consulted.

II.

Although the ultimate topic ot this

Paper is the discovery of Greek hori-

zontal curves in the Afaison Carree, at

Nimes, which I made in 1891, I have
considered it necessary not only to in-

clude an account of the existence of

the Greek curves themselves, but also

a rather explicit mention of all the ir-

regularities connected with them ;
not

only because incommensurate inter-

columnar spacings and leaning faces

and members are included in my ob-

servations at Nimes, but also because

the existence of the Greek horizontal

curves is one of a series of facts whose
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startling significance and importance
cannot be wholly grasped until all of
them are made known. This point
again reacts on the importance of all

observations which tend to supplement
or accent certain explanations of any
one set of these phenomena as against
some certain other explanation. It

will presently appear that my discovery
at Nimes has the result of agitating
the still undetermined purpose or pur-
poses of the Greek optical refinements
in masonry, and that it tends to min-
imize the importance of the explana-
tions offered by Penrose in favor of
those which have been offered by cer-
tain other students. It also, as we
shall see, throws a strong side light on
the probably Egyptian origin of the
Greek curves, and thereby again tends
to throw new light on their purpose, on
account of certain peculiar features of
the Egyptian examples.
We will, therefore, draw nearer to

my ultimate aim by degrees, and by
considering in the next place the his-

tory of the discovery of the Greek hor-
izontal curves, whose confirmation and
detailed demonstration it was the great
mission of Penrose to accomplish.
The measurement of the horizontal

curves was the greatest achievement
of Penrose, but their existence was not
his discovery ;

as many of the facts

were which I have just enumerated.
In all cases it is the measurements of

Penrose which have established the facts

as not being accidental and as being in

masonry construction, but the observa-
tion which discovered the curves was
made in 1837 by Mr. John Pennethorne,
and in the same year and about the
same time the curves of the Parthenon
were noticed by two German architects,
Hofer and Schaubert. These gentle-
men were the first to publish the dis-

covery in 1838. This publication ap-
peared in a Viennese architectural

journal, the Weiner Bauzeitung,
What is the' peculiar constitution of

the modern eye which had overlooked
the existence of these curves till 1837 ?

What is the peculiar constitution of

the modern reader who had anxiously
been conning his Vitruvius since 1500,
without considering the passage in

which this Roman author directs the

construction of these curves ? Why is it

that when Wilkins made his excellent
translation of Vitruvius in 1812 he
added a foot note to the passage on
the curves, to say that " this great re-

finement suggested by physical knowl-

edge does not appear to have entered
into the execution of the works of the

ancients." Why is it that Wilkins did
not do in 1812 what Pennethorne did in

1837 that is, test the author by the

buildings ?

Here at least are the facts. It is

forty-four years only that the world
of science has had the proper measure-
ments of the Greek temples. Stuart
and Revett had measured the whole
Parthenon as far back as 1756. Lord

Elgin and his workmen had had their

scaffolds on it in the early nineteenth

century, and yet the curves had not been
seen. It was not even known until 1810
that the Greek columns had an entasis.

This was the discovery of Cokerell,
but he did not notice that all lines of

the entire building exhibited a similar

refinement. Donaldson discovered in

1829 the lean of the columns, but it

was left for Penrose to discover the in-

ward lean of the door-jambs and for-

ward lean of the antce^ and the inclined

faces of the entablature.

Let us then emphasize for a moment
the discovery of Pennethorne as lead-

ing to all the later ones, and crowning
all the earlier ones, and let us relate

the way in which he made it. Mr.

John Pennethorne, who was then a

young architect, had first visited

Athens in 1832, and he did not then
make this discovery. In 1833 he made
a trip to Egypt and was astounded to

find in the Theban temple of Medinet
Habou a series of convex curves in the
architraves of the second court. On
his return from Egypt he visited Athens
a second time in 1835, again without

observing the existence of the curves
in Athens. It appears that after his

second return to England the passage
in Vitruvius attracted his attention.

He says that he saw no reason to doubt
the implications of the passage in

Vitruvius and thus was led to make a

third visit to Athens and re-examine
the Parthenon. Thus was the dis-

covery made.
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fig. I . Han of the roof of the Inner Court

showing ihe Horizontal curved lines

of the Cornices_ set out as the

Plan of the roof of the inner court at Medinet Habou. From the survey of Mr. John Pennethorne.

It should no doubt be added that the

long sides of the Parthenon have lost

the main central portions of their en-

tablatures by the gunpowder explosion
of the seventeenth century, and that

consequently the curves cannot be
studied here. At the ends of the build-

ing, which are shorter, it is not so easy
to notice the curve of the entablature.
The most favorable location for the
observation is on the long sides of the

stylobate. Here then is the place to

point out that this platform of the

temple and also the temple steps had
been covered by rubbish down to 1837.
and that observations of the curves on
their lines had been previously impos-
sible in the Parthenon. But we may
also point out that the Theseum at
Athens has its long sides and upper
entablatures intact. Here at least the
curves might have been noticed before

1837. The curves have since been no-

ticed in a number of other ruins which
had been visited by students and meas-
ured before 1837. The laying bare of

the stylobate of the Parthenon in 1837
assisted the discovery of Pennethorne,
but it does not explain why some other

student had not previously made the

observation for the Theseum and for

numerous other temples.
The reader will notice that I am

working gradually toward an explana-
tion of the fact that the curves of the

Maison Carre'e, in Southern France,
were not noticed as being in construction

until 1891. We have a parallel fact

for the Athenian temples. Those

buildings had been studied and care-

fully measured for a period of over

eighty years before their curves were
noticed. In 1756 were begun the meas-
urements of Stuart and Revett

;
in
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1837 were made the observations of
Pennethorne and Hofer.
What then is the explanation for the

oversight of these phenomena in either
case. Clearly there are two. The
modern eye is dull and blunted as com-
pared with the eye of the Greek.
People look, but they do not see. But
above all the effect is discounted by
the eye. Whatever may have been the

purpose of the Greek curves there are

only two possible effects. From certain

points of view
(it may be from all

points of view) a perspective enlarge-
ment from other points of view an
optical mystification if not a perspec-
tive enlargement.
We will illustrate the direct perspec-

tive effect of enlargement, by assum-

ing a point of view opposite the centre
of one of the sides or of one of the ends
of the building. From such a point of
view the lines will fall in perspective on
either side, and as their change of di-

rection is purely an optical effect, in

which each point of the line changes
position according to its distance from
the eye, it follows that this line must be
a curve downward in each direction

away from the centre. On this head
we can have only one opinion from all

experts in curvilinear perspective.
We will illustrate the optical mystifi-

cation by assuming a standpoint oppo-
site one of the angles of the building.
I will not assert absolutely that there
is a perspective increment from this

position. It is my opinion that the

already recognized principles of curvi-

linear perspective may involve this po-
sition, but it would be a position so far

not familiar to experts, and I prefer
not to debate it here. I will, however,
most positively assert that from the

given point of view one of two results

must follow, either a direct perspec-
tive increment, or else an optical mys-
tification owing to the contradictory
optical effects of two sets of phe-
nomena one of which effects is arti-

ficial, while the other effect is natural.

For our present purpose it makes no
difference whether optical mystifica-
tion or perspective increment, or both,
are the results of the Greek horizontal

curves. My present argument is sim-

ply to the end that in either case the

effect is discounted by the eye. The
cause is therefore not perceived.
We may, therefore, assign three

causes for the long failure of the
modern eye to detect the Greek hori-

zontal curves : First, inferior sharp-
ness of vision and inattention to art

forms. It is admitted that Greek art

and Greek taste were superior to our
own. This amounts to admitting that
the Greek eye was more acute and
more highly trained. Second, the
effects of the curves, whether they be

perspective effects or simply mystifica-
tions, or both, tend to prevent the de-

tection of the underlying facts and
causes. Third, the curves are so deli-

cate as not to be obtrusive to the eye
under any circumstances.
We are prepared therefore to under-

stand why the curves of the Maison
Carre'e have not been noticed sooner.

I have so far carefully avoided

making any reference to the purpose of

the Greek curves. I have only as-

serted that they have certain results,

without debating the question whether
these results were intended. It will

now bring us nearer to our ultimate

topic and aim, if I announce my own
observations for horizontal curves in

Egyptian temples and connect them
with those of Mr. Pennethorne, which
I have mentioned for the Theban
temple of Medinet Habou.

III.

It is then a fact to be once more noted
that the discovery of curves in Greek

temple construction was preceded by
a discovery of curves in Egyptian tem-

ple construction, and that the same

person made both discoveries. It is

also a fact to be noted that the curves
of the Greek temples (as so far dis-

cussed), are curves in elevation, curves
in the direction of the altitude, while
the curves at Medinet Habou are

curves in plan, convex to the line of

vision. They are curves lying in hori-

zontal planes as distinct from curves

lying in vertical planes. It would ap-

pear reasonable, considering the grow-
ing conviction of scholars that Egyp-
tian art and culture had in many im-

portant ways influenced the Greeks
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that any theory as to the purpose of

the Greek curves should be a theory
which would also include Egyptian
curves in its explanation, but this has
not been the case, strange to say.
The reasons for this are not only
curious, but they are also important to

our argument.
Mr. Pennethorne's discovery of the

curves at Athens was not immediately
published by him, aside from a pam-
phlet printed for private distribution,
nor was it published by him for many
years. His own publication was de-

layed until 1878, twenty-seven years
after the publication of Penrose, and

forty-one years after his own dis-

covery. This delay appears to have
been owing to lack of encouragement,
in his special studies, and to the aban-
donment for many years of his chosen
career. He tells us that he took up
the pursuit of agriculture soon after

his return to England. Most curious

of all, he did not know until 1860 that

the curves which he first discovered
had been measured by Penrose in 1846.
It was not till 1860 that the work of

Penrose published in 1851 came to his

knowledge. It was not until 1878 that

he announced the curves at Medinet

Habou, and meantime all the theories

so far made known as to the curves of

the Parthenon had made their appear-
ance and had been advanced without
this important knowledge. Not only
that

;
when Mr. Pennethorne did pub-

lish, it was in a book on "The Optics
and Geometry of Ancient Architect-

ure," which costs a large sum (thirty-
five dollars), and which, being a

specialist book devoted to Greek arch-

itecture, has apparently so far not come
to the notice of one single Egyptologist.
There is not a single book, guide-book
or any book otherwise known to me,
which relates to Egypt, which mentions
the curves at Medinet Habou. I have
never met an Egyptologist who knew
of their existence, and it appears to

have been reserved for me to make the

first observations and measurements
for curves in three courts at Luxor, in

the great court at Karnak and in the

court at Edfou.
Mr. Pennethorne tells us in 1878 that

he did not, when in Egypt, give the

further attention to the subject and
attach the importance to it which it

deserved, but the temple at Edfou
where I have observed the curves was
not cleared out till twenty-seven years
after Pennethorne was in Egypt. Down
to 1860 this temple was covered by an

Egyptian village. The courts of Luxor
were not cleared out till 1891, the year
when I was in Egypt, and no one could
have previously made measurements
there. As for the court of Karnak, it is

still buried in rubbish and observations
can only be made in an imperfect, but
I think convincing, way on the lines of

the architrave.

It is, however, a most significant

thing that the curves at Medinet Habou
are generally unknown, in 1895, to the
world of science and of travel. They
amount, on the short side of the court,
to 8 inches deflection in the architrave
in a length of 80 feet 9 inches and, on
the long side, to 4^ inches in a length
of 104 feet 9 inches. They can be

sighted on the roofs of the portico with
the greatest ease and are most posi-

tively wholly constructive and not

accidental, as already shown by Penne-
thorne. And yet I am acquainted with at

least one very sharp-sighted architect-

ural expert, who has been in this court
without noting the curves and I am
acquainted with many travelers who
have not noticed them Is it not then
clear that all these persons have dis-

counted the effect of the curve ? What
this effect is for standpoints nearly
opposite the centre of any one side for

that given side is indicated by one of

Mr. John W. McKecknie's drawings
herewith. This gentleman is an expert
and instructor in perspective and the
reader may be assured that there are
no uncertain theories whatever involved
in this picture. Remember, we are not

debating whether the Egyptian archi-

tect intended this effect. We are not
even debating, at this moment, whether
the construction is accidental. We are
concerned with the actual optical effect

of .the given phenomenon. All archi-

tectural lines which are curved in hori-

zontal planes, convex to the position of

the spectators, produce the effect of

curves in elevation, as shown by the

diagram. At an angle of 45 degrees,
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8 inches curve in plan gives an effect

of 8 inches curve in elevation. Inside

the angle of 45 degrees, the apparent

height increases rapidly and is some-

thing enormous on near approach, ac-

cording to the dictum of another expert
in perspective. In order to relate our

text to the diagram, we are speaking
of points of vision opposite or nearly

opposite the centre of any one side of

the court. In such a position, the natu-

ral downward direction of the archi-

trave in perspective is exaggerated by
two causes first, there is the exagger-
ation in height at the centre

; second,
the receding line of the convex curve

gives the effect of an extra downward
bend to the line, as shown by the bird's-

eye view.

There is a similar result from other

points of view, possibly complicated by
optical mystifications due to the con-
tradiction between effects of natural

perspecture and the effects of artificial

arrangement. The grand fact remains
that a convex curve of 8 inches in 84
feet in the architraves at Medinet
Habou has passed wholly unnoticed by
an enormous number of modern trav-

elers and that it is wholly unknown to

Egyptologists as far as I am aware.
I should be able to name several such,
and the absence of literary mention
in books on Egypt, which are generally
so quick to point to connections with
Greece where they are obvious, is some-
thing phenomenal. I will not say at

present that the Egyptian builder in-

tended an optical illusion but I will

definitely say that he did produce one.

Certainly not one man can gainsay me
who has been in this court without
perceiving the curves and among those
men is the leading perspective expert
of this country.

IV.

All these explanations seem to me of
value as helping us to understand why
the convex curves in the architraves
of the Maison Carree at Nimes were not
measured or noticed as in construction
till the year 1891, when I had the
pleasure of making this discovery. We
understand, for instance, that scholars
had studied and measured the Parthe-
non for all the years between 1756 and

1837 before its curves were noticed, and
we understand that the existence of

curves in plan in ancient architecture
had been wholly overlooked, as dis-

tinct from the existence of curves in

elevation.

No doubt an occasional student or
observer has noticed these curves in

the Maison Carree and set them down
to the score of masonry displacement,
a fact so common in old buildings that
the first thought of every architect
and builder would naturally be that
the timbers of the roof had thrust out
the cornice and that the curve was not
in the original construction. This is

why I took pains to arm myself, when
at Nimes, with certificates from the of-

ficial architect of the city and from his

predecessor in office
;
the latter being

especially familiar with the roof and
upper masonry of the Maison Carree ;
to the effect that these curves are in

the masonry construction, although
these gentlemen had not previously
observed the fact.

Herewith are the certificates:

"The undersigned, Eugene Chambaud, ex-
architect of the City of Nimes, after examin-
ing the curved lines of the Maison Carree
with Mr. Goodyear, has verified the existence
of these curves as being in the said construc-
tion : with the proviso that the curve on the
east flank has been exaggerated by a thrust
of the roof timbers

;
but also verifying the

fact that there has also been a curve on this side
in the original construction considering that the
line of bases in the engaged columns is curved on
this side as it is on the other, and that there has
been no thrust here

; considering also that the
movement (owing to thrust) is far from having
been sufficiently great to produce the curve of the
cornice. He considers the theories of Mr. Good-
year regarding the perspective effects of the curves
as a reasonable one, and remarks that the theory
regarding the perspective effect of a convex curve
is new but possible. He has observed with him
that the variations of intercolumnar spacing on
three sides of the monument would undoubtedly
have a perspective effect, according to Mr. Good-
year's ideas. The joints of the cornice on the
west side where there is a curve of n^ centi-

metres, as measured by Mr. Goodyear, are in-

tact, with one exception which is not important
for the question of the curve.

NIMES, FEB. 23, 1891. E. CHAMBAUD."

"FEB. 20, 1891." The measures herewith have been taken with
the assistance of Mr. Augiere, architect of the

City of Nimes. He witnesses to having observed
the curves with Mr. Goodyear, and he verifies the
fact that there has deen no thrust in the cornice of
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the west flank. As Professor of Perspective he dropped a plumb line to the pavement
wishes to say that he considers the theory of Mr. below The cu f th cornice
Goodyear regarding the perspective effect of a , n A

i"i^c,

convex curve in plan new but reasonable. As Wholly due to masonry construction,
to the effect of a concave curve in plan it is are in horizontal planes convex to the
familiar to experts in perspecdve. position of the spectator, and measure

A. AucifiRE," about five inches.

View of the Maison Carree at Nimes. From a photograph taken for the author
to show the curve of the cornice.

I must add that on one side of the
Maison Carree the curve has been ex-

aggerated by a subsequent movement
of the masonry, and that on this ac-

count I confined myself in measure-
ments for the cornice to that side

where the masonry is in thoroughly
good condition. For measuring the

cornice curve I employed tin-roofers,
who scaled the building by ropes and

I also made measurements on the
line of the stylobate which show slight

corresponding curves in the line of the

temple wall, and of its engaged col-

umns along the plinth line. I have no
hesitation in saying that even on the
line of bases of the engaged columns

resting on the stylobate there are

slight convex curves in both temple
walls on the long sides. It is also cer-
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tain that the great increase of the
curve above was obtained by leaning
out the walls and engaged columns at

the centre.

It now remains to say what is the

importance of this observation on
the Mdison Larrte. First, it over-

throws the presumption of scholars
that the Greek curves were unknown to

the time of the Roman Empire, whose
taste has been so far considered too
coarse for this refinement. This ob-

servation, therefore, carries the history
of the Greek curves from the time of

the fifth century before Christ, down
to the time of the second century
after Christ. It extends the life of this

exaggerate the effects of curvilinear

perspective and thus give increased di-

mensions to the building when seen
from a point of view facing the centre
of either side, but he also considered
them as giving life and beauty to the

building, and as superior to the more
monotonous and colder effects of

mathematically straight lines. This
latter view is the one which has mainly
figured in the standard compendiums
of the Germans ; for instance, in those
of Kugler, of Schnaase, and of Jacob
Burckhardt. It has not been abandoned
by the publication of Thiersch,* whose
essay is the only contribution to the

optical and mathematical questions in-

The Maison Carree at Nimes.

Greek refinement seven centuries later

than as previously known. Second, it

reopens the question as to the purpose
of the Greek curves. The explana-
tions which have been previously of-

fered must be revised or supplemented
to some extent, because the explana-
tions previously offered have referred

to curves in elevation and not to curves

in plan.
This brings us back to the explana-

tions so far offered for the Greek
curves. We have seen that the Ger-

man architect Hoffer was the first to

announce the Parthenon curves in pub-
lication. This was in 1838. Hoffer's

explanation was that the curves of the

upper lines were intended to accent and

Vol. IV.-4. 6.

volved, aside from those of Penrose and
Pennethorne. Thiersch, however, in

the main, accents and develops the

point of view of Penrose. The views
of the latter as to the theory of the

curves have naturally been most
familiar to English and American
students and as his measurements are

our only authority for the facts, his

theories have naturally been generally

accepted by his English and American
readers. The explanation of Penrose
moves from the accepted fact that

there is a tendency to optical down-
ward deflection in the straight line of

an entablature below the angle of

*Optische Tduschungen auf dent Gebiete der Archi-
tectur.
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a, gable or pediment. It is his theory

that these lines of the entablature were

accordingly curved upward in order to

counteract this defection. As to the

curves of the flanks Penrose regards

From Thiersch, Optische Tauschungenaufdem Gebiete

eUr Architectur. Diagrams illustrating the optical de-

flection of straight lines below the angle of a gable. The
upper line appears to be curved downward and is really

straight. The line next below appears to be stiaight, but

is, in fact, curved upward. In the two lowest diagrams
the lines which appear to curve away from one another

are, in fact, straight and parallel.

them as a consequence incident origin-

ally on the methods pursued for the
entablatures under the pediments and
then adds :

" We may attribute the use of this refinement
to the feeling of a greater appearance of strength

imparted by it, to the appreciation of beauty in-

herent in a curved line and to the experience of a
want of harmony between the convex stylobates
and architraves of the front and the straight lines

nised in the flanks of the earliest temples. And
farther, if we may suppose the first examples of

its application on the flanks to have occurred in

situations like those in which the two temples
above mentioned (viz. the Parthenon and Olym-
pian Jupiter Temple) are built, the presence of a

delicate, but not inappreciable curve in what

may be considered as Nature's great and only
horizontal line may possibly have combined with
other causes to have suggested its use."*

Although Penrose is distinctly of the
view that the hardness and dryness of

modern copies of Greek architecture
are due to the absence of these refine-

ments, his effort is in each case of the
various refinements quoted at the open-
ing of this paper, to look for an optical
correction as distinct from an optical
illusion

;
and yet for the most im-

portant curves ol all, viz. : those of the

long sides of the temple, he does not
even suggest that an optical correction
was needed.
We come finally to the views of

Boutmy, Philosophie de VArchitecture en

Grece, 1870, who returns to and revives
the idea of Hoffer of a perspective illu-

sion, but still confining his explanation
to an effect, from one point of view,
viz. : that opposite to the centre of the
sides or ends of a temple.
Now, the importance of the observa-

tion of curves in the Maison Carre'e is

that they were not applied to the pedi-
ments at all, but exclusively to the

sides. The theory of en optical cor-

rection is therefore insufficient, and the

theory of a perspective illusion appears

* The line referred to is that of the sea along the
horizon.

Diagram showing an optical effect of inequality in straight lines which are in fact of equal length.
By John W. McKecknie, perspective expert.
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to be the only one left us
;
but this

theory has never previously been an-
nounced as an explanation for the con-
struction of curves in plan convex to
the point of vision. It is, however,
clear that all curves in plan convex to

the line of vision produce an effect of
curves in elevation. I am indebted to
Prof. Win. R. Ware, of Columbia Col-

lege, for the information that at an angle
of

forty-five degrees a curve of five

inches in plan, when not perceived by
the eye, will produce an effect of five

inches curve in elevation. From all

points of view further removed, the
effect will be less, but the builders of
the Maison Carrie and of the second
court of Medinet Habou seem to have

Medinet Habou, but we have seen

that, owing to the late announce-
ment by Pennethorne (1878) and
the general oversight by Egypt-
ologists of this announcement, their

existence even here is still generally
unknown to science. A few words, then,
as to my own observations in Egypt.
My trip here was made in the interest
of other studies and the subject of

lotus ornament and its influence on
Greek patterns. My measurements
and observations were consequently
hurried and imperfect. Still, here are
the facts. Although the great court at

Karnak is so filled with rubbish that
one can climb in several places to the

top of the architraves. I am able to

V V\

Diagrams showing an optical effect of curves and obliquities in lines which are in fact straight and parallel.
From Thiersch, Optische Tauschungen aufdem Gebiete der Architectur.

purposed to make this good by making
the curves correspondingly heavier to

begin wjth.
In th'e Parthenon the curve is under

4 inches in 228 feet. At Medinet Habou
the heaviest curve is 8 inches in less

than 100 feet, and at Nimes it is nearly

5 inches in about 100 feet.

To the above points we must now
add the general revision in the attitude

of archaeology to the question of curves

in ancient architecture, which is proba-

bly involved
'

in my observations for

curves in plan in the courts at Karnak,
at Luxor and at Edfou. The conserv-

atism and habits of repetition in Egypt-
ian art would under any circumstances

make it highly improbable that the

curves in Egyptian architecture were

confined to the one temple of

announce, as far as these architraves

are concerned, that curves convex to

tfee court are visible. At Luxor the
columns of the largest court on two
sides have leaned forward so far as to

threaten downfall and have been
shored up accordingly by beams during
and since the excavations not quite

completed in 1891. Measurements
taken by me in all three courts at

Luxor show curves in all lines of
columns at the bases, all convex to

the centres of the courts, varying
from i^ to 7 inches. It is clear at

Medinet Habou that the lower curves
in the lines of the basis and in the lines

of columns near the bases were com-

paratively slight and that the curve
was obtained in the architrave and cor-

nice (as it was at Nimes) by leaning
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forward the centre columns. This

would explain the movement of the

masonry which has required the col-

umns at Luxor to be shored up by tim-

bers. All earthquakes and other forces

"ending to disintegrate these buildings,

such as pulling down and destroying the

accessible parts of the temple, would

tend to exaggerate the lean of the

centre columns and bring about the

threatened downfall now imminent at

Luxor. My observations at Edfou

point the same way. On all four sides

of the court I have measured curves in

the line of the bases, of i^ inches on

each side of the court. Very heavy

curves, of 10 inches in one case, ap-

pear in the cornice lines, but the cor-

nices have moved forward and the

original lean of the centre columns

has been exaggerated by accidental

tipping. The joints of the columns

have parted at the rear and it will re-

quire careful examination and survey
at Edfou to show how much of the

upper curve is due to movement of the

masonry and how much is due to con-

struction. One main fact remains to

be mentioned for Egyptian temples.

Although their curves have so far been

utterly ignored and neglected, except-

ing by Pennethorne and myself,* the

existence of other perspective illusions

is admitted for Egyptian temples by
Egyptological experts.

It is noted by a number of authors

that the temples were generally built

with pavements rising toward the sanc-

tuary and with roofs gradually lowered
in the same direction, and that this was
done for perspective illusion. Maspero
is one of the authorities who men-
tions this. Mentions are also made of

this by Rawlinson and by Professor

Reginald Stuart Poole.

V.

Although these various observations

point to a perspective purpose in

the Egyptian and Greek curves, I

do not wish to appear to antagonize
the view that optical refinements were
used in Greek architecture to correct

* I must make an exception for Prof. Allan Marquand,
of Princeton, who has briefly noticed in the Am. Journal
of Archaeology the discovery of Pennethorne at Medinet
Habou.

optical illusions, for I believe that they
may have been so used

;
but I wish to

point out that the theories which are

confined to correction are insufficient

to meet all the facts, and that the

theories which have considered the

creation of optical illusions to have been
one purpose of the refinements are now
materially strengthened.
The existence of a temple at Nimes

having curves on the flanks without

having them in the entablature of the

pediments tends to antagonize the view
of Penrose that the correction of a

downward optical deflection below the

pediment was the first cause of the in-

troduction of the curves in Greek
architecture. The temple of Neptune
at Paestum is quoted by Penrose, in sup-

port of his view, as having onty curves

under the pediments, but strange to say
this temple at Paestum has been sub-

sequently announced by Jacob Burck-
hardt to have convex curves on its

flanks in horizontal planes.* This obser-

vation is also quoted by Thiersch. Thus
I close my Paper by pointing out that

we have at Paestum one ancient Greek

precedent for the curves in plan at

Nimes, and that both point to Egyptian
influence. The city of Nimes was set-

tled by a colony of Alexandrian Greeks
from Egypt. It appears therefore prob-
able that the curves in Greece were
derived from Egypt and had the

same purpose, but that the curves in

the Egyptian courts were generally

changed to curves in vertical planes by
Greek art. This was a more refined ex-

pedient for attaining the same end, less

conspicuous in buildings using colon-

nades for exterior porticoes as distinct

from buildings using colonnades for the

interiors of courts. It is comparatively
easy to sight for a bulging curve on
the exterior of a building, but more
difficult to sight for it in the interior

of a court. I was not able, for in-

stance, to sight for the curve at Me-
dinet Habou without going on the roof

of the portico, but at Nimes I was able

instantly to sight for the bulge on the

long sides from the level of the street.

These facts, therefore, coincide with

the view that the general purpose of

* Der Cicerone.
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the curves in Greek art was connected
with the wish to have them inconspicu-
ous, and that the curves at Nimes rep-
resent either a direct influence from

Egypt or the coarser taste of the Roman
period. On the other hand the flank

curves of the Neptune temple of Paes-

tum, which is a very early Greek build-

ing, will represent the period of direct

Egyptian transmission to Greece.
As it is generally conceded that

Vitruvius drew his matter from earlier

Greek authors whose works have

perished and that he did not always
fully comprehend the ideas of his

sources, I have omitted any argument
concerning his direction that the

stylobate curves are to prevent an ef-

fect of "alveolation"
(/.

e. downward
deflection) at the centre of the stylo-
bate. The only modern author who
has attempted to explain this direction

by optical theories is Thiersch. This
author gives his reasons for supposing
that a spectator standing near an angle
of the stylobate and below the level of
its platform might experience an optical
effect of downward deflection in the

lines of the stylobate which an

upward curve would correct, but inas-

much as a bulging curve in plan could
not correct this effect for the stand-

point near the angle, I have not con-

sidered his theory in this Paper and I

only mention it as giving one more
illustration of the new light thrown on
the Greek refinements by the discovery
of curves in horizontal planes. There

are very valuable remarks in Boutmy's
work as to the general unreliability of

Vitruvius for a comprehension of the

Greek curves and one purpose of this

Paper is to accent the value of Boutmy's
contribution to the philosophy of Greek
architecture. His work also contains

quotations from Greek authors on the

optics of architecture showing that

intentional optical illusions and intent-

ional optical corrections were alike

familiar to them.
There is one thing more to be said

before I close. The credit for the

original suggestion that there is a his-

toric connection between the Greek
curves and those of Medinet Habou
belongs to Mr. Pennethorne, as does
the credit for both discoveries. The
wholly original part of this Paper as

regards historic facts is that which

points to the fact that two classic

buildings one early Greek at Paestum
and one late Roman at Nimes show
convex curves in plan which are iden-

tical in character with the curves in

Egypt. The wholly original part of

this Paper as regards observations is

that which relates to Nimes, Karnak,
Luxor and Edfou. The wholly origi-

nal part of this Paper as regards the

effect of the Greek horizontal curves

is that which shows the optical results

in actual historic buildings of convex
curves in horizontal planes. I am
willing to leave the question of pur-

pose to the expert and to the general
reader.

Wm. Henry Goodyear.



LINEAL PERSPECTIVE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES.

PART I.

^ <.HE subject of Perspective is

I one which is approached from

J* very different points of view

by the architect and by the

pictorial artist. The first considers it

as the mechanical means by which,
from given plans and elevations, he can
construct a pictorial representation of

the building which they represent,
while the other looks upon it as com-

prising a series of laws with which his

drawings must conform if they are to

be pleasing to the eye. To write upon
it, therefore, to meet the needs of both
these classes of readers at the same
time, is somewhat difficult, and it has
been thought best, in attempting to ac-

complish this task, to consider it as a
branch of' solid geometry, taking the'

scientific rather than the architectural
or the artistic point of view, and laying
down, as clearly as may be, the laws
which underlie it.

Speaking scientifically, then, and
using the language of geometry, Per-

spective may be defined as a converg-
ent projection of an object upon a su-

perficies. The superficies (or surface)
may, theoretically, be curved or plane,
and, if plane, inclined at any angle in

any direction. Almost invariably the

projection is made upon a plane verti-
cal surface (a piece of paper or a can-
vass held vertically), but there are
notable exceptions as in the well known
pictorial diorama, where the projection

is made upon a vertical cylindrical sur-

face, and in the photographic camera
when the operator tilts his camera and

produces what looks like a distorted

picture, however scientifically correct

it may be.

Farther than this the architect must
bear in mind that in the mechanical

production of a perspective picture
there is no account taken of focus, or,

rather, the want of it, which goes so

far to give reality to a picture ; and,
on the other side, a painting or draw-

ing may have the hazy, aerial effects of

distance properly graded with the

sharp precision of the prominent and
near objects, and yet be faulty from
want of observance of these same rules

of perspective, neither of itself being
sufficient to indicate the difference

between near and distant objects as

seen by the human eye.

Taking Perspective, then, in its most
usual but very limited sense, to be a

convergent (or divergent) projection
of an object upon a plane surface, it

still has further limits in its applica-

bility limits which do not apply when
the projection is made upon cylindrical
or spherical surfaces. These cases are

so rare, however, that in these articles

plane surface projection alone will be
treated

;
and the primary limitation

here is that of the angle of vision

within whicih man's eye is capable of

seeing with tolerable distinctness.
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This is shown in Figs, i and 2. Fig. i

is a plan of a vertical sheet of glass,
X Y, through which a person is looking
who is standing at A. He is supposed
to be looking directly in front of him
towards L, the line A L being at right
angles to the plane of the glass, X Y.
It will be found then that he will only
see, with even tolerable clearness,

objects which lie within the angle N A
M, which is an angle of 120

; or, in

other words, he can only see within an

angle of 60 on either side of him.
Some people can see within a slightly
wider angle, but even if so, everything
beyond is extremely hazy, as, in fact,
it has become long before this limit is

reached.

Similarly with regard to vertical

angles (see Fig 2). A person having
his eye at A, some little distance above
the ground line D E, and looking
straight in front of him along the line

A L, through the sheet of glass shown
in section at X Y, can only see objects
above the level of his eye which fall

within the angle O A L, which is but
an angle of 30, and at the same time
he can see downwards within a similar

limit.

It is better in practice to confine
one's work within much smaller angles,
as an appearance of distortion is set

up as the wider limits are reached, and
in fact that draughtsman is wise who
limits himself to an angle of 30 to

either right or left of the line drawn at

right angles from the eye to the pict-
ure plane (as the vertical intercepting
sheet of glass is called), and to an

angle of 15 either upwards or down-
wards from the horizontal.

Remembering the definition of Pers-

pective, and conforming with the limits

mentioned above, it is possible already
for a student to make a perspective
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drawing if supplied with plans and ele-
vations of any simple object by the
laborious process of direct projection
both of lengths and heights. Such a

simple projected perspective is shown
in Fig. 3, fully worked out, and the

diagram and its explanation are worth

following closely, as, if understood,
any other problem, even of consider-
able complexity, can be solved by any-
one of moderate ability who does not

grudge the necessary labor involved.

Taking the plan first, it is seen that B
D F represents a rectangular block,
the point of sight, or position of ob-

server, and X Y the plane upon which
the projection (or perspective drawing)
is to be made. The position of this

plane has been so chosen that it

touches the point D, this being a de-
vice commonly adopted by architec-
tural draughtsmen to diminish their

labor, but by no means necessary nor

always advisable. The projection of D
upon X Y is therefore at the same
spot, d.

The projections of B and F upon
the plane are obtained by joining B A
and F A, cutting X Y in b and/. The
points b, d and /therefore are the pro-
jections upon the plan of the picture
plane of the points B, D and F.

Lines are now drawn vertically down
from b, d and /, and the perspective
representation of the angles of the

building will be found somewhere in

these vertical lines.

Referring to the " End Elevation," it

will be seen that the rectangular end,
B

t ,
B

2 ,
D

2 , Dj, is cut at about one-third
of its height from the ground line by
the horizontal line drawn horizontally
at a height above the ground line

which is equal to the height of the eye
of the observer above the ground.
Another horizontal line, to represent

this one, is now drawn through the

vertical lines projected downwards
from b, d and / to be made the basis of

sections along the lines A/B and A/
F, and of the eventual perspective

drawing. First, a section along the

line A b B is set down, the distances

and heights being obtained from plan
and elevation, the line B, B 2 being simi-

lar in its dimensions, both above and
below the horizontal line, with the

similarly lettered line on the elevation.

By joining Bj and B
2
to A on the section

the picture plane, X Y, is found to be
cut by the converging lines at B

3
and B

4
.

This is the true perspective height, with
relation to the horizontal line of the

angle B
:
B

2 ;
and by drawing horizontal

lines through B
3
and B

4
until the verti-

cal line downwards from b on plan is

reached in the similarly lettered points,
the true perspective representation of

the angle at B is obtained.

By making a similar section along
the line A/F on plan and similarly

projecting, the true perspective repre-
sentation of the angle at F is obtained
at F

3/F4 ;
and the representation of

the angle at D is got by direct scaling
of the heights D 1

^/D
2
from the elevation.

It is now only necessary to join B
4

to D
2 ,
D

2
to F

4 ,
B

3
to D,, and D

1
to F

3

to obtain a complete perspective repre-
sentation of the block the fourth

angle being, of course, hidden from the

spectator.
Of course it is quite possible for all

these operations the making of sec-

tions along each of the converging
lines, and even the erection of a per-

spective upon separate pieces of

paper, all heights and distances being
transferred by means of measurements
marked upon the edges of paper strips
instead of being directly projected by
vertical and horizontal lines; and, in

point of fact, this is absolutely neces-

sary where many sections have to be
made along many different converging
lines. It is usual, however, for prac-
tical workers to avoid making these

sections almost entirely, as they in-

volve much labor; but it will be seen

that from the rules already laid down
it is possible to obtain the perspective

representation of any number of points
of which the plan and elevation are

both known, and consequently of a

building of any degree of complexity
of which there are complete plans
made. So far as projection from th

plan itself is concerned, however, the

method here shown of projecting from
the various points to A, so as to cut

the Picture Plane (XY.), is that almost

universally adopted.
It is now necessary to observe and

consider various phenomena which have
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become apparent. While the represen-
tations of the vertical lines at the

angles have remained vertical, the

representations of the horizontal lines

are seen to converge D
t
B

2
and D, B

4

towards the left, and D F
8
and D F

4

towards the right ; and, if produced, it

will be found that each pair of con-

vergent lines will meet in some point in

the horizontal line which point is

known as the vanishing point or V. P.

The reason for the lines converging

JX

c

c

cf
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7C

vanish somewhere in the horizontal

line, which is itself thus the vanishing
line of all horizontal planes.

Returning now to the consideration
of the same rectangular block as is

7^1
worked out in Fig. 3, it is shown worked
again, and more rapidly, by the use of

the V P s in Fig. 7. It will be seen

that, on plan, lines have been drawn
from A parellel to D B and D F, cutting
the X Y and V P, and V P

a
. Lines have

then been drawn vertically down from
V P, and V P

2
thus ascertained on _^^.

plan until they have cut the horizontal j^"~
line on the perspective, at points V P

8

and V P
4 respectively. The height

D d D
2 having then been laid down to Fig. 3 (these, owing to the pict

scale in the same way as was done in touching the angle^D of the

*?*

ure plane
building,

F
/ Plan,.

^ T

J 23
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being the same as the heights shown on

elevation), lines are drawn from D and

D, to V P
8 , cutting the vertical line

projected downward from b in B
3
and

B
4 ,
and other lines are drawn from D

and D
a
to V P

4 , cutting the vertical

line projected downward from / in

F, and F
4

.

The perspective representation is

now seen to have been obtained, and

to correspond in all respects with that

shown in Fig. 3.

From what has already been said, it

will be readily comprehended that lines

lying in planes parallel to the picture

plane (*. ^., in vertical planes, save in

the rare instances when inclined planes
are used as picture planes) have no

vanishing points ;
and this necessarily

includes all vertical lines. The per-

spective representations of such lines

must be obtained by direct projection,
as in Fig. 3, and they will be found, in

perspective, to be parallel to their ele-

vations upon the picture plane, only
reduced or enlarged in size according
as the picture plane has been assumed
in front of or behind them, it being quite
a common practice, when it is desired
to obtain a large perspective from
small-scale plans, to project onto a

picture plane behind instead of in front
of the object.

are shown of a series which lie in

range, parallel to the X Y. When pro-

jected the representation a b of the
near column P is much less than the

representation c d of the far column Q.
To show them thus upon a drawing
would call down criticism of a none too

flattering kind it is only one example
of many which could be cited to show
that projection upon a plane surface is

only a convenience and not correct

pictorially ; sufficiently near to the
truth for all practical purposes, and to

be adhered to with circumspection.
In Fig. 9 is shown the method of ob-

ing a perspective representation of a

summer-house, according to the rules

laid down with reference to Figs. 3 and
7 ;

numbers having been used to indi-

cate the various points. It will be seen

that, the point of sight A, and the pic-
ture plane, and the horizontal line,

having been determined to suit the
view which it is intended to obtain (the
horizontal line being 5 feet or about
the height of a man's eye above the

ground line), the plan is then projected
on to the picture plane by lines converg-
ing to A, the points thus obtained
transferred by measurement to the

perspective. The heights are all then

ascertained, by one section, at the point
marked 8 on the plan, and are carried

It is necessary here to give a word
of warning against the too great use
of parallel perspective, as it is called
when whole plane surfaces of a build-

ing lie parallel to the picture plane.
The effect is rarely pleasing, and often
actually distortionate, as in the well-
known case illustated in Fig. 8, in
which two circular columns, P and Q,

thence, on the perspective, from point
to point until they reach their final

position by using the V. P.'s to right and
left which pertain to the main faces of

the building. Most workers drive

strong pins into their boards at A and at

the V. P.'s to enable the lines converging
to these points to be more readily drawn
with a straight edge. An example with
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a curved roof has purposely been

chosen, to show that points in curves

are treated precisely as any other

points, the main planes being utilized,

or, in cases of great complexity, direct

projection possibly resorted to (though
this is rare). These points'being ulti-

mately joined by freehand in the per-

spective to obtain the representation of

the curves.

h Only the main points and lines, it

will be seen, have been thus laid down.

A beginner, or a very exact and con-

scientious man, may take the trouble

to ascertain everything precisely in

this way ;
but most draughtsmen take

the outline thus obtained, rub out the

construction lines entirely and almost

the outline also, and finish in ink and
color, using this outline as a guide to

prevent their going wrong, rather than
as a series of precise lines which have
to be rigidly shown, and filling in any
omitted details by sketching. It is,

however, a matter of choice and
circumstance entirely, whether the
eventual drawing shall be free or

rigid . in feeling. A free and some-
what coarse sketchy treatment would
suit a summer-house

;
but a theatre

or a parliament house would prob-
ably call for severity and precision,
which could be obtained by merely
inking in, with care, a carefully and
exactly prepared pencil perspective
drawing.

G. A. Middleton.
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No. XIII. THE CAIRO.

'HE national capi-
tal contains some

very tough ex-

amples of the art

of architecture.

It is in spite of

these that it has
attained the rep-

utation, which upon the whole perhaps
it deserves, of the handsomest of

American cities. That reputation it

owes first to the providence of Pierre

L'Enfant, the French major of engi-
neers, who planned it a hundred and
five years ago ; secondly, to the "

Ring
"

which swept and garnished it at great
expense eighty years later

; thirdly, to

the architects of the public buildings,
from Dr. Thornton, the Philadelphian
amateur, to Walter

; fourthly, to the
owners and architects of the small

minority of seemly and respectable
private buildings that have been put
up since Shepherd and his associates

converted the place into habitableness.
The bulk of the private building, how-

ever, is still bad much of it outrage-
ously bad. It is really pitiful to note
how little effect the seemliness and
decorum of the older public buildings
have had upon the projectors of shops
and dwellings. In order to admire

Pennsylvania avenue it is necessary
either to fix one's regards exclusively

upon one of the really admirable build-

ings that stop the vista at either end,
or else, with Mr. Swiveller's Marchion-

ess, "to make believe a good deal."

There is nothing admirable in the street

itself, except the width and the paving.
It would be an excellent foreground for

noble buildings, even for buildings
merely inoffensive and tolerably uni-

form. But the riparian buildings are
not even inoffensive and not even uni-

form. They recall the "straggling
village in a drained swamp

"
of the

first half of the century. They range
from three stories up to five, and they
exhibit all the provincialism and all

the vulgarity of the worst period of

American architecture. They show the
mischievous results of individualism,
and the advantage of public control

when the question is of making a beau-
tiful and stately city. One thinks that

an extensive conflagration would be a

great cosmetic, but the thought is

checked by the reflection that there is

nothing to prevent the buildings reared
in their stead from being as ugly and

depressing as themselves. Public con-

trol has produced the beauty of Wash-

ington. The right of an American
citizen to do as he likes with his own
has gone far to destroy its beauty.
There is a patent absurdity in taking
thought and spending vast sums of
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money for the purpose of making a

harmonious city and then permitting

any promiscuous private person who

can get possession of a piece of ground
and raise money enough to put a build-

ing on it to nullify all your dispositions

and vulgarize your town.

There is one refreshing fact, however,

to which the straggling and stupid build-

ings of Pennsylvania avenue bear grati-

fying witness, and that is that there is

plenty of room in Washington. The

straggle shows that it is still the City of

Magnificent Distances that it used to

be, and that five stories, or the altitude

that can be reached by the unassisted

human leg, is still the limit of loftiness

in buildings. Here is a town, the spec-

tator, revolted by the incongruity be-

tween the stateliness and uniformity of

the public buildings and the mean and

heterogeneous private buildings, may
have said to himself, and in fact has

often said to himself, here is a town
that is at least secure from the sky-

scraper. He might have said this even

a year ago, when he would still have

been confident that no vandal would

put up an example of the Chicago con-

struction in Washington, because the

intelligent vandal would be convinced
that where land was so abundant and

expansion of area so easy, the sky-

scraper would not pay. Alas ! he can

say so no longer. A vandal has been
convinced that the sky-scraper would

pay, and, being unrestrained by statute

or propriety, has carried this re-

volting notion into execution. The
result is "The Cairo," the present
aberration.

" A ten-story building in a ten-acre

lot
"

is necessarily an architectural

aberration ;
and a twelve-story build-

ing in a city of magnificent distances is

a contradiction in terms. It does not
so much matter what kind of a building
it is. The owner might have employed
an artistic architect, and the architect

might have produced as admirable a

building as the Dakotah in New York,
distinctly the most successful of the

lofty apartment houses. The owner
would still be a public malefactor, and
the architect an accomplice in a public
offense, which is not punishable by law

only because we are too imperfectly

civilized to punish public offenses of

the aesthetic kind. Our ears and noses
are the objects of judicial solicitude,
but not our eyes. A man may not es-

tablish a soap-boiling establishment, or

a slaughter-house, or a boiler-shop in a

quiet residential quarter, but he may
put up a sky-scraper and none can say
him nay. We whip the devil around
the stump, when a man raises a stench

or a clatter, by pretending that it is

dangerous to health, which is mostly
bosh, both as to the soap-factory and
the boiler-shop, but when he constructs
an eyesore we can do nothing except
relieve our feelings in print, as in the

present instance.

But now specifically. Granted, what
no reasonable or humane person will

ever grant, the propriety or necessity
of a sky-scraper in Washington, what
kind of sky-scraper is the Cairo. It is

the worst kind. There is only one male-
factor concerned in the designing of it,

for the owner, it seems, is also the

architect. That is satisfactory, for one
likes to think ill of as few fellow crea-

tures as possible. It would be more

satisfactory if there were any evidence
that the owner had applied to artistic

architects to help him gild his pill, and

they had particularly refused to abet
him and left him to bear the odium
alone. But there is no real reason to

think so well of the practitioners of

architecture. They are too apt to say
with the owner, ilfaut manger, and the

answer is equally obvious and familiar

in each case. At any rate the pill is

ungilded. The building is a box and
the combined owner and architect has
done nothing to mitigate its boxiness.

Indeed, he seems purposely to have

aggravated its rectangularity. In the

prospectus which, in his quality of

spider, he has published as an allure-

ment to the prospective tenant, in the

quality of fly "Will you walk into my
sky-scraper" he says, "The outer

brick and stone facings serve merely as

a protection from the weather, and do
not enter into its structural study what-
ever." He might have added that

they did not enter into its architec-

tural study "whatever," for there is no
architectural study whatever. It is a

box full of holes. True, the bottom is
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of stone, which is presumably stronger
than brickwork, and therefore is pro-

perly used as a substructure when the

substructure supports the superstruc-

ture, but meaningless when both sub-

structure and superstructure are hung
on steel frames. Of course this is

the case with the best architectural

renderings of the Chicago construc-

tion, as well as the worst. The archi-

tects play that these envelopes of ma-

sonry are real buildings, and they ask

the spectators to pretend the same

thing. It is, from this point of view,

proper that the basement should be

massive enough, apparently, to carry
what is over it, that the bottom should

be the strongest and simplest, and the

top the lightest and richest part of the

assumed structure, and that the same
canons of criticism should be applied
.as if the assumed structure were the

,real one. This structure goes to pieces
.at once under such a scrutiny. True
.the basement is of masonry, but it is

not massive or strong of aspect, being
painfully weak and thin. Moreover, it

is not set off by any architectural de-

vices as an essential division of the

building. It is not even clear where it

stops, for in the middle it goes a story

higher than in the flanks, and in both

places stops without any architectural

punctuation, as if the builder had

merely run out of stone and had to

take to brick at this point. As to the
relation of voids and solids there is

properly no such relation. The ends
and the centre are projected a little,

and the windows are varied in form,
some being square-headed and some
round-headed. But it is plain that
these dispositions have had no more
artistic origin than the desire to "ob-
tain variety," and variety without pur-
pose is mere confusion. The terminal

pavilions are lean and hard, the cen-
tral projection confused in mass and
crude in detail, the fenestration archi-

tecturally nothing at all. Making this

front various has only accentuated the
fact that it is monotonous. " The more
it changes, the more it is the same
thing," as the lively Gaul observes. It

is curious how the effect of boxiness,
inherent in the original parallelepiped,
js enhanced by all the things the archi-

tect has put on it ostensibly to relieve
it of that appearance. The balconies
at the angles, at the centre, and be-
tween the two, are merely box-like

troughs, and so is the cornice a mere
projecting box. It almost seems as if

the designer must have projected these
boxes in a cynical spirit, as if instead
of trying to mitigate the boxiness of

the building he were intent upon ag-
gravating it and "

rubbing it in." Upon
the whole we decidedly prefer the side,
where he has not pretended to do any
architecture, to the front, where he has
made his unsuccessful pretensions in

that direction. The side is an ugly
object, a very ugly object, but it makes
no pretensions, and thus escapes vul-

garity. It is the pretension of being an
architectural work that* makes the
front so exasperating, when it is as

evidently as the side, a box, box et

praeterea nihil. There may be as bad
buildings elsewhere as the Cairo, we
freely admit, and bad for the same
reasons and in the same way. The
owner and architect may inquire why
we single out his bad twelve-story
box for animadversion, and let the
other bad twelve-story boxes go ? It

is because other bad twelve-story
boxes have an excuse for their exist-

ence, if not for their badness, which
his box lacks. " A twelve-story build-

ing in a twelve-acre lot," is an ab-

surdity as well as an outrage, and a

twelve-story apartment house in Wash-
ington is gratuitous and inexcusable,
and denotes a deeper dye of depravity
than it would in a more crowded city,
where land is not to be had. More-
over, such a building in Washington is

an indictment not only of its projector,
or of the community, but of American
civilization. The aspect of the na-
tional capital is a matter of concern
not only to its own inhabitants, but to

all American citizens. We understand
that since this sky-scraper has been
reared to this bad eminence, the au-

thorities of the district have taken

steps to prevent the rearing of any
more like it. But the shameful fact

remains that there has been no way
found of preventing the erection of

the Cairo in the capital of the United
States.
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THE DATA OF EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE.

the two preceding chapters we have considered briefly the nature

of Architecture and some of the more important of the factors

or influences which have worked to produce the many historical phases
which the art presents to us to-day. We have seen that the develop-
ment of Architecture, from its simplest beginnings to its most complex
condition, has been rather a continuous process than a series of inde-

pendent and unrelated efforts
;
and we have sketched for ourselves a

rough outline map of this development, which shows us that if we set

out from the present day, purposing to travel backward along the great
architectural highway, we pass successively through the temporal

region of the Renaissance, dotted with the palaces of kings, and the

chateaux of nobles
; through Mediaeval Europe, with its picturesque

Gothic profile its cathedral spires and castle turrets, through an-

cient Rome, splendid with richly-wrought colonnades and grandiose

triumphal arches
; through Greece, with its serene temples and noble

statuary. Beyond, should we press further into the past, we attain the

outermost limit of the .historical road, in Egypt, at a period between

three and four thousand years before Christ.

It is our business at this moment to make this long backward jour-

ney; for, prompted by the knowledge that Architecture has never

broken with the past, we are, of course, particularly anxious to begin

our survey of the art as remotely as possible.

The oldest known buildings in the world stand in the Nile valley,

" In all the imploring beauty of decay."

Every age, we may say, has recorded its astonishment at the larger of

the many pyramids which stand at the verge of the desert, near to the

modern city of Cairo, and its admiration of the vast, many-columned

temples at Karnak, "shadowy with solemn thoughts."

But though the world has been acquainted with these monu-

ments for so long they loom up in the background of human history

like remnants of the primal world it is only recently, compara-

tively speaking, that the measure of their antiquity has been taken with

anything like scientific precision, and still more recently it is that the

architectural student has awakened to an active, penetrating interest in

them. Until a few years ago, the tombs and temples of the Nile

valley were regarded as representing an isolated phase of art, out of

* Preceding chapters in Vol. III., Nos. i and 2.
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touch of, or, at the closest, only very distantly connected with, the

historical development of Architecture. Better knowledge of Egyptian

architecture and its relations is rapidly changing this false notion.

It must be remembered, however, that ancient Egypt is really a

modern discovery. Within the last century there has been dug up in

the Nile valley an immense tract of time that had been almost lost, and

in many particulars quite lost, to the memory of man. Archaeologists

and others have succeeded in restoring to view the civilization of this

forgotten period with very much of its original color and movement.

They have peopled the old land with its ancient inhabitants and re-

vealed them to us busy in their daily routine. This restoration is one

of the most brilliant achievements of modern curiosity and modern

methods. A literature, utterly dumb for centuries, has been made

vocal again. The dead have been resurrected, and interrogated, and

have repaid this unceremonious treatment with strange tales of their

affairs. They have testified to so much that had been obliterated from

human knowledge that we, to-day, have become almost contempo-
raries of that remote, many-colored world of theirs, to which they
closed their eyes at a time when European history was far from its

commencement. We see more of Egyptian life than Herodotus could

have seen when he traveled along the Nile in the fifth century before

Christ. Of the history of the country we know more than was known
to the best informed of the priests he talked with. Within recent years
we have uncovered buildings and entered chambers, and trodden floors

of which the Ptolemies were ignorant.

Two keys opened all this knowledge to us. One, the decipherment
of the hieroglyphics the sacred or priestly form of writing of the

ancient Egyptians ;
the other, the spade, which has unearthed from

the soil, wherein they were buried for centuries, portions of lost cities

and forgotten temples and hidden tombs, in addition to thousands of

articles of daily life. A few words about these matters are necessary.
The Egyptians used three different kinds of writing: the hfero-

glyphic the writing on the monuments
;

the hieratic a speedier,
cursive form of hieroglyphic ;

and the demotic or common script, used

first in the ninth century B. C., in social and commercial intercourse.

The queer-looking signs that appear to be partly pictorial, partly sym-
bolic or conventional (of which the following are examples), which we
find carved or painted on nearly everything Egyptian on obelisks, on
the front and interior walls of buildings, on the surface of coffins, etc.

are hieroglyphics. The truth is the old Egyptian was a great scrib-

bler, and apparently every blank space tempted him grievously to grave
or paint something upon it. For history's sake this was a very happy
and fortunate practice. It gave to a great number of usually fleeting
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facts the perpetuity of stone. So it happened that long after Egyp-
tian civilization had passed away, modern travelers in the Nile country
found themselves confronted by some fragments of this dead script,

everywhere there remained a vestige of the ancient glory of the

land. The writing, indeed, had long ceased to be legible. Even
in the books penned by the old Greeks who had traveled in Egypt or
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HIEROGLYPHICS (WITH TRANSLATION).

written about its people, there was scarcely a hint to be found of tha

true principle upon which these signs were put together, or of their

value as vocables.

Naturally, these mysterious hieroglyphics tempted the ingenuity
and curiosity of the learned. Many attempts were made unsuccessfully
to decipher them, because conducted upon false and delusive theories.

It was not until the beginning of the present century that the right

path was definitely entered upon by Dr. Thomas Young (who, by the

way, was the discoverer of the undulatory theory of light) and Jean
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Frangois Champollion. To these names should be added that of

Akerblad, a pioneer, the value of whose labors was quite important. It

was Young who made the first firm step forward. He determined the

real character of the hieroglyphics, made them speak, utter, after so

long a silence, a few indubitable sounds
;
but to Champollion belongs

the greater credit of having rendered them fluent, by perfecting, with

rare ingenuity, the new discovery, so that it became a complete instru-

ment for the decipherment of the old language.

Briefly, the riddle was solved in the following manner : In 1799 a

slab of black basalt, inscribed with fourteen lines of hieroglyphics,

thirty-two line^ of demotic and fifty-four lines of Greek text, was discov-

ered by a French military officer named Boussard near the Rosetta

^^s^sv*8K^4(Dinf^tiRj5?a^aiiici;4^^fi^
;psiB^r^*^^fcietf^^;f^4^^2;raw^
j^:cifi?tb'a^dr,iia)qis^^^

TOMiRWmiiM
*K^,i?n?7rai5^

THE HIEROGLYPHIC PORTION OF THE ROSETTA STONE.

mouth'of the Nile. This is the famous Rosetta stone, the finding of,

which greatly quickened the activity of hieroglyphic students the world
over and led to the solution of the old puzzle. The inscription upon
its face is a decree of the priests in honor of Ptolemy V., Epiphanes, a

King who ruled over Egypt B. C. 195. This much was surmised from
the lines written in Greek. Now, it was guessed that hiero-

Aah-mes-se-pa-ari.

A CARTOUCHE.

~N

J

glyphics were letters of phonetic import, like our alphabet, and that the

groups of signs surrounded by an oval (technically termed a cartouche),
found so frequently on the old Egyptian monuments, were royal names ;
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the circle around them being intended as a distinguishing mark of honor.
On the Rosetta stone there was only one royal name, presumably that
of the King, Ptolemy supposing, of course, that the accompanying
Greek writing on the slab was of the same purport as the hieroglyphics.
The Rosetta stone, whispering as it did the meaning of the hiero-

glyphics in a language well understood, was the immediate inspiration
to the labors of Young and Champollion.
The material it offered, however, was not in itself sufficient for

scholars to work with. In order to obtain complete mastery of the old

writing an additional discovery was necessary.
It happened that in London at the time there was an obelisk

recently brought to that city. Upon it there was not only a royal name,
the signs for which were precisely similar to those within the cartouche
on the Rosetta stone, but also a second royal name

;
and the Greek

inscription found upon the base in Egypt, from which the obelisk had
been taken, indicated that the hieroglyphics represented a petition
addressed not only to Ptolemy, but also to Cleopatra his sister and

Cleopatra his wife. The names were written thus :

No. i, PTOLEMY.

'D /^4_i^ M rfN
3-4f 6(1(17 M I^ Q is/- n I J\

No. 2, CLEOPATRA.

Champollion argued : Clearly if the surmise about the identity
of the royal names be accurate, and if hieroglyphics, as supposed, rep-
resent letters, the signs for the T, the O, the L and the E in the word

PA?/<?my on the Rosetta stone and on the obelisk would not only be

repeated in the second royal name, C/^pa/ra, on the obelisk, but would

occupy therein certain definite positions ;
for these letters occur in

Ptolemy and Cleopatra. This guess was the flash of light by which the

first glimpse of all great discoveries is caught. Analysis proved that

the theory and the facts harmonized. Working in this manner with

ether royal names Champollion established the value of one hundred

and eleven signs. All this, of course, was only a first step ;
but it

opened the road for others. The secret of the hieroglyphics was,

no longer a riddle.

Egyptian monuments and remains then began to speak to us about
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their history. And how much they had to say, these garrulous monu-

ments, about forgotten Kings and old beliefs and a civilization so

ancient that it is not quite easy now to bring it within our perspective

of antiquity ;
for Egypt is a land covered with inscriptions. But abund-

ant as the information is which the hieroglyphics yield, our knowledge
of Egyptian history and Egyptian life would still be very fragmentary
and incomplete were it not for the enormous historical quarry uncov-

ered by the spade. Literally, the story of the old Pharaohs and their

people has been excavated age after age very much as the geologist

has laid bare the record of the rocks. Egypt in great part, let it be

remembered, is a land of sand. The climate is extraordinarily dry.

Rain is a rare phenomenon, so that everything confided to the soil is

preserved beyond memory in rare integrity. The faith of the people,

too, was such that they not only buried their dead with elaborate pre-

caution to secure the perpetual preservation of the body, but they

provided the corpse with many of the articles of daily life. They sur-

rounded the mummy with paintings of scenes and images of objects
familiar to the deceased. Thus it happened that a very considerable

part and an unusually full representation of each generation of Egyp-
tian civilization passed, we may say, underground. The ever-moving
caravan of the dead, which travels elsewhere so scantily furnished, set

out in the Nile valley heavily laden with mortuary furniture and trap-

pings. The Egyptian necropolis, indeed, was a well-furnished city.

And so densely peopled ! Three hundred years ago mummy was a

common drug in apothecaries' shops, medicinally of good repute for

the treatment of bruises and sores ! In our own day it has been used
for manure ! It has been computed that perhaps more than 700,000,000
bodies were buried during the ancient dynasties.

But the Egyptian was not the only interrer who confided fragments
of the old life to the keeping of the soil. Time and the vicissitudes of

human affairs were also busy providing material for the modern explorer
with his spade and pick.

The traveler as he progresses along the Nile cannot but remark
the number of mounds that dot the country like hillocks. His imagina-
tion of how busy and teeming a land old Egypt was is immensely stim-
ulated when he learns that each of these mounds marks the site, is the
tumulus of an ancient town or village, nay, frequently of a series of
towns or villages superimposed one above the other, like strata. The
manner in which these elevations were created will make clear how
great is their value to the archaeologist and the historian. Let us speak
generally. The habitations of the townsfolk of an Egyptian city were
constructed not of stone, as the great architectural remains of temple
and pyramid might suggest, but of very perishable material of timber,
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or, in greater part, of wattle and daub, or of crude brick made of lightly

pressed Nile mud. These are the handiest building materials which the

country affords. They are immediately available everywhere. Very
serviceable, too, is this mud in a land where rain is practically unknown
and where at times the annual Nile inundation works destruction by
transgressing the ordinary limits with it, it was so easy to rebuild

whatever had been swept away. If we picture to ourselves now a con-

siderable Egyptian town, we see the centre of it is usually the sanctuary
of one of the gods. Around the temple are grouped the houses of the

people. The sacred edifice, of course, is built of stone, and in the

natural way of things outlasts the meaner domiciles it overshadows.

In the periodic rebuilding of the city, the easiest and natural course is

merely to faze to the ground the old structures and erect the new edifice

upon the debris, as upon a foundation. Thus, as time progresses the

tendency is for the level of our city to be elevated, until perhaps the

temple stands in a hollow, as in an amphitheatre. Then may be our

town reached its heyday. It languishes. Its buildings fall into decay.
The material of which they are constructed is resolved in part into its

original state. The pious become few. The temple is no longer main-

tained in repair. Worship in it ceases. Greek and Roman rule come
and dominate the land, for Egypt felt the foot of the alien conqueror

many times. The ancient faith expires. New generations which know
not Ra nor Osiris nor any of the ancient gods build their habitations

within the temple inclosure, perhaps for convenience sake against the

very walls of the building, much of the stone of which is carried away
as from a quarry for other edifices. The mound of earth encroaches

upon the temple, surrounds it, invades it, perchance buries it, until

finally, with the waning fortunes of the country, the last inhabitants of

the place pass away and the site is permanently deserted. Centuries later,

the modern excavator arrives in search of old buildings and of buried

remains belonging to the former dwellers there. Accident and disaster

have deposited much for him in the soil.

In some such fashion as the foregoing the mounds were created.

These mounds and the many buildings which have stood in Egypt, in

visible grandeur, slowly decaying for ages while the world has been

moving so briskly elsewhere, are the great repositories of the knowledge
we possess of the Pharaohs and their people.

But, it may be asked, why say so much about these matters?

What have national beliefs and popular practices, and all such historical

talk, to do with architecture ? Let us clear this up. It is important

to do so.

To thoroughly understand the architecture of a nation it is essen-

tial to know a great many things about the people who produced it
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and about the land in which it is found. Scarcely any fact from any
direction comes amiss in the work of interpretation. A nation's habit-

ations are concrete expressions of a multitude of circumstances and

influences. We have touched upon this matter already in a previous

chapter, but to repeat will only be to reinforce facts which must not be

forgotten. We have said climate plays a part in the shaping of build-

ings, and the architect's hand is moved and his activity directed by the

nature of the material resources at his command, by the condition of

the society in which he lives its habitudes and requirements by
national antecedents, by international intercourse, by tradition mean-

ing by it that wider connection of an historical nature which unites the

present in general with the past in general, and associates a com-

munity in a manner often so indirect and roundabout with the

travails of the entire human race.

For example, let us glance at the early period of architecture in

the United States. The first colonists in New England and Virginia,
forced by the call of immediate necessities, made use at once of the

abundance of timber at hand, and constructed their primitive habita-

tions of logs or hewn lumber. We may say the selection, under the

circumstances, was inevitable. Nothing else was practically possible
until the colonies had become somewhat more populous and wealthy
And growth and development did speedily affect building. The log-
houSe was replaced by the dwelling of sawn lumber, and the rude meet-

ing-house by the brick church. And, nofv, mark, as soon as building
became architectural something more than rough provision for shelter

national antecedents began to play their parts. The settler in New
England, New Netherland, New Sweden, turned for precept and example
to his mother country, and adopted in his new home the style prevailing
at the moment in the old home. In these particular cases the established
mode in the old countries was the Renaissance ; and, as the influence
of the English became paramount in the colonies, it was the English
phase of the Renaissance, the Renaissance of Queen Anne and the

Georges that was reproduced everywhere along the Atlantic coast
from the Canadian boundary to the limit of Spanish influence in the
South. But the reproduction was a reproduction with differences.
Masons were few in the new country, and bricks, at any rate for a

time, too expensive for common use. Wood was the natural building
material. It was obtainable everywhere. The carpenter was the master-
builder, and inevitably in translating the architectural forms he bor-
rowed from brick and stone into timber, he modified his copies in

accordance with the natural character of the material he worked with.
Slenderer dimensions, finer details, greater elaboration were possible
in wood than in masonry ; and these we know are the very characteristics
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which distinguished the " Old Colonial
"

style, as the first phase of

American architecture is called, from the style it was patterned after.

Indeed, the "Old Colonial
"

style has been aptly defined as the car-

penter's interpretation of the Renaissance. Moreover, the new build-

ings were step by step adapted not only to the particular requirements
of the colonists, but to the different climatic conditions of the country.
The obvious addition of the verandah, unnecessary in England, but
demanded by comfort in the warmer American summers, need not be

pointed out. Any one, too, who compares the New England dwelling
of colonial days with the Virginian home of that time, will perceive at

once evidence of the strongly marked social differences which dis-

tinguished the Puritan community of the North from the Southern

aristocracy of slave-owners. It is not necessary to push the example
further. Enough has been said to illustrate what is meant by the

statement that a nation's habitations are concrete expressions of a

multitude of circumstances and influences, and that the work of the

architect is directed by such matters as climate, material resources,
the condition and requirements of society, by national antecedents,
international intercourse, and the like.

Every phase of architecture, thus, can be to some extent accounted

for, and to understand thoroughly we must know a great many things
that at first sight seem to be utterly foreign to architecture. However,
it musn't be thought that when we have enumerated all matters like

the foregoing we have before us every element of architecture. There
is still to be taken into consideration not only that subtler and com-

plexer force, the personal genius of the architect, but also the native

genius of his people in which he is a sharer, that spirituality or temper
of mind which is obvious enough in its stronger manifestations, as, for

instance, when we compare the work of the Asiatic with the work of the

European, the work of the German with the work of the Frenchman.

Each is marked by a clearly recognizable style, or character or " look."

Architecture is the artistic characterization of certain necessities and

conditions, but in the artistic expression imparted there is an element

that baffles cold analysis :

" One thought, one grace, one wonder at the least,

Which into words no virtue can digest."

Turning to Egyptian architecture with this in mind we become

curious at the outset to know what sort of a country ancient Egypt was,

and what kind of people lived in it. Was it a land of great extent, of

rich fertility ? WT

as it liberally endowed by nature ? Was it arable,,

pastoral or mountainous? Was it an inland country? What was the
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social state of its inhabitants, the nature of their faith and ideals? What
were their international associations ? What was the course of their

history? We are sure, now, that the matters touched by these ques-
tions "

got into" their architecture, in some degree at least.

To speak first of size. Contrary to the general notion Egypt is a

very small country. True, it has great extent. It is
"
nearly all length,"

as the saying is. But if we measure the area of its cultivable soil we
find it amounts to less than that of any country of Europe, excepting

Belgium and Servia. Limited thus, it comprises some 12,000 square
miles. Holland is larger by about 1,000 square miles, and Denmark
exceeds it by about 3,000 square miles. To take our comparisons
nearer home, the land which the Pharaohs ruled over,* the seat of one

of the greatest and most splendidly-colored civilizations that mankind
has seen is only one-half as large again as Massachusetts.

It might be thought that so contracted a field should restrain our

expectations as to the grandeur and richness of Egyptian architecture

and the importance .of that architecture in the history of the art.

Undoubtedly, but for special circumstances the marvelous concentra-

tion of human activity within a very restricted area which occurred in

Egypt would have been impossible. This particularity was the great

fertility of the soil and, again, this remarkable productiveness was

itself the result of the extraordinary behavior of the River Nile. Not

only is the land of Egypt most easily entered and perambulated by

following the Nile stream, but it may be said the history of the country
likewise is traversed by the Father of Rivers. To see the one, to

understand the other, the same journey is necessary.

The form of Egypt may be likened to a lotus bud attached to a

long stalk. The bud is the district known as the Delta a wide, flat

alluvial plain stretching in fan-shape along the Mediterranean and

narrowing to a point inland not far distant from the modern city of

Cairo. Here, about one hundred miles from the sea, begins the stalk.

This stalk division of the country is styled Upper Egypt in contradis-

tinction to Lower Egypt the Delta lands. Its physical features differ

extremely from those of the Delta. Essentially, it is merely a long

canon, only a few miles in width, traversed from end to end by the Nile.

Passing up the river the traveler sees on one hand and on the other at

a distance varying from a few yards to fifteen miles a rocky wall of

hills bounding the valley. At places these grey stony palisades (they

are not unlike the Palisades on the Hudson) creep up almost to the

river's ed'ge. Elsewhere they recede, and the cultivable soil, the fertile

fringe bordering the banks of the stream, contracts or expands in com-

* We omit from consideration the sphere of Egyptian influence in Asia, which was a variable and
uncertain quantity.
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pany with them. This green strip is the only land of a productive nature

in all Upper Egypt. At the base of the hills there is sand and beyond
the hills there is sand westward, the Sahara, the type of desolation,

eastward the Arabian desert, a scarcely less solitary wilderness pene-
trated by a few gorges which support a scanty vegetation, and have

served from the earliest days as highways between Egypt and the shores

of the Red Sea. The length of this green stalk, measuring southward

to the first cataract below Syene is about 600 miles. The Delta is over

100 miles from apex to periphery, and the greatest width, along the

Mediterranean, about 160 miles. This is Egypt, not political nor geo-

graphical Egypt, it is true
;
but Egypt of industrial life. If at first the

statement that the land of the Pharaohs was in effective extent but a

THE BANKS OF THE NILE.

third-rate territory, contradicts one's general impression, it is clear now

why the cultivable area of the country was so scanty. The dead

parched land of the desert, the region of sand, was a barren addition to

the national geography.

But, even the narrow fertility which we have just defined would not

exist save for the peculiar behavior of the Nile. Ever since Herodotus

penned the phrase the world has been re-echoing it :

"
Egypt is the gift

of the River." The phrase is not only a happy one but it is strictly

true. Euripides in one of his tragedies makes Helen say, "The river that

waters Egypt is fed by pure melting snow instead of by rain from

Heaven." The poet is not quite correct but nearly so. The Nile, our

geographies tell us, rises in the Central African lakes, but the greater

part of its stream is obtained from the tropical rains which fall upon
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the mountains of Abyssinia in the spring as welt as from the "pure

melting snows "
which Euripides speaks of. The Blue Nile receives

the swollen torrent there is another equatorial affluent, the White Nile

from the mountains, and this flood traveling southward early in the

year is the source of the river's greatness.

Naturally, the Father of Rivers is lank and shrunken. Immedi-

ately before the inundation the Nile is a meagre stream, panting under

a burning sun. It drains sluggishly between high mud banks, through
a country which lies baked and dusty. Scarcely half the bed of the

river is covered then. It is early in June when the coming of the new
flood is heralded at the southern entrance of Egypt. As it has a long
distance to travel, it is. not until about the middle of the month the

water begins to rise at Cairo. A few days later the first effects of the

Inundation are noticeable in the Delta. In the beginning, the river

expands slowly. Imperceptibly does it overflow the limits of its nar-

rowest channel and creep outward towards the flood banks. Nearly a

month elapses before the tide is at its height, but at its height the

river has become a majestic stream and its deep waters are heavily

charged with a muddy deposit which serves to fertilize the Egyptian
harvest fields.

It is ordinarily supposed that the inundation is a haphazard and,
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VIEW OF THE BANKS OF THE NILE.

in a sense, catastrophic event, not very unlike the spring floods that

occur in our turbulent rivers in the United States the Mississippi, for

instance. It is essential to remember that this is not the case. The
overflow of the Nile is a regular and regulated occurrence. From the

very earliest day it has been controlled and directed by an elaborate

system of dykes, canals and sluices. The memory of man runneth not

to the contrary. Legend attributes the foundation of the system to the

god Osiris. It was worthy of divine origin, the old Egyptians thought.

Menes, the first of the Pharaohs, was gratefully remembered by them

VIEW OF THE BANKS OF THE NILE.
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as the builder of a dyke which conferred much benefit upon the Delta

and Middle Egypt.

We have already said the marvelous fertility of Egypt, and in

consequence the populousness of Egypt, were created by the Nile, so

we must now add government likewise, in Egypt, must have arisen in

the beginning, or at least must have taken form, in no small measure,

under the pressing necessity for having the annual inundation in the

hands of authority, local perhaps at first, transferred later to a central

government. We know that in the earliest historical period public dis-

order arose and many heads were broken in personal and sectional

VIEW OF THE NILE DURING THE INUNDATION.

bickering about irrigation. Irrigation everywhere tends to become a

governmental affair. It creates authority and officialism. Wherever it

exists it begets crossing interests. This is particularly the case in

Egypt for there when the Nile is at its height the lands con-

tiguous to the river are not inundated by the waters bursting
over the banks. Uncontrolled, that is what would happen ;

but then

the fertilized area would be very much less than it is when the water is

conducted through arteries and expanded by small piecemeal overflows,

brought about by dykes. At "high "Nile," usually about the middle of

July, it is decided to open the dykes that confine the river to its course.

Then the water flows into the transverse channels and these, at certain

places being dammed spread the water abroad.
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In this manner, step by step, the country is inundated until at last

it takes on the appearance of a vast lake, dotted with islets and crossed

by artificial causeways which connect village with village. The inun-

dation is complete (at Cairo) in September. The dykes at the entrances

of the canals are then closed in order to retain the water sufficiently on

the land, for outside in the main current the flood soon begins to. fall

and the river to contract.

This regular recurrent rise and fall of the Nile was the pulse of

Egyptian life. It regulated and directed the activities of the people,
and was for them what the alternation of the seasons has been toothers.

No wonder the Egyptians' deified the river and fixed their New Year's

day on the i5th of September, the date when usually the Nile is at its

highest.

The inundation divided the twelve months into three equal parts
for the agriculturist, (i) The period of inundation, from June to the

end of October; (2) the period of growing crops, from the end of

October to the end of February, and (3) the period of harvest from

the end of February to June. And agriculture, let us remember, was

the chief pursuit of the people. The prosperity of the land depended

upon it. Nature's largess did not take any form other than the remark-

able fertility of the soil. There were no rich mines in the country, no

wealth of timber, no abundant and diversified flora and fauna. The

only common forest trees of the land were the sycamore (which the

people worshiped) and the acacia. Neither is of much importance in

the mechanical arts. The latter is serviceable enough for furniture,

doors, and constructions of that nature, but the supply of it was always

very limited, even in early times. Indeed, it became almost extinct

within the limits of Egypt proper at a remote day, and pine wood was

imported from Syria and acacia from Nubia to take its place. As to

the sycamore, it furnishes very inferior timber, being knotty and yellow,

and laborious to utilize. The only other important trees in the country

were the Date palm and the Dom palm, and these, too, were poor material

for the carpenter. So, from our picture of Egypt in historical times, we

must banish all forest landscapes and well-wooded stretches. Rather,

we must think of the country as a long, narrow, flat,
" bottom land,"

hemmed in, as we have indicated, by two walls of stone, every square

foot of soil possible being devoted to the cultivation of industrial crops.

Annually, as soon as the waters of the inundation had subsided, the

tillers went out into the fields to turn up the earth freshly fertilized with

the silt wh'ich the river had deposited. The ploughman guides the primi-

tive share and the ox-driver goads his beasts. Then follows the hoeing to

break the heavy clods and prepare the earth for the seed which is trod-

den into the damp mould by flocks of sheep, which are noisily driven
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Ploughing. (From an ancient drawing.)

about the freshly-sown field. The chief crops raised are wheat and

barley and black millet or durra. Onions, cucumbers, and melons are

plentiful. In short, wherever we turn our gaze, all the arable land is

under the subjection of the plough. There are no waste places, or

unpeopled wilds, no "remote" spots, no forests, no meadows colored

Treading in the seed. (From an ancient drawing.)

with wild flowers throughout all the Nile valley within touch of the:

river's flow or the more laborious reach of irrigation with the slavish

shaduf. And, where vegetation ceases on the eastern and western limits,

the barrenness of the desert sand is sharply defined.

The Shaduf. (From an ancient drawing.)
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It may be imagined that because of the special and peculiar pro-
vision which Nature had made for the fertilization of the soil, agricul-
ture in Egypt was a less laborious and unending toil than it is elsewhere.

The fact is that perhaps the farmer has nowhere been so hardly tasked

as in the Nile valley ;
for besides the ordinary work of seed time and

harvest time there was the added necessity of perpetual labor to build,

repair and operate the network of canals, sluices, dykes and dams

required for artificial irrigation. Moreover, a portion of the soil main-

tained under cultivation did not receive sufficient moisture from the-

river's overflow, and beyond the furthest limit of the inundation there

was land which had been annexed to the fertile belt by tiresome:

mechanical irrigation. Both of these divisions demanded incessant

labor during the growing of crops. Nature, to sum up, gave abundantly^
in Egypt, but not with tropical ease and generosity.

As to the fauna of the country it was not quite as limited

as the flora. For the latitude, however, it was decidedly poor.

The tombs of Egypt are covered with representations of animals,

It is computed that in thirty-one years half a million head of

cattle were devoted to the temples alone. And, the wealth which

these figures indicate was produced chiefly by close domesti-

cation. The extreme cultivation and settlement of the land

in Upper Egypt naturally operated to preclude roving herds.

Even the maintenance of cattle within the narrow limits of the fertile

valley was a difficult matter and we find, therefore, that the herds were

kept in the north, in the marshy land of the Delta. The natural pasture

of the country was there and the herdsmen who tended the stock in

these northern plains lived with their animals in reed huts and were

regarded almost as pariahs.

Let us conclude this brief sketch of agricultural life in Egypt
with the summary of a recent writer upon the subject.

"
Every-

thing," he says, "tends to show that the Egyptians themselves

felt that agriculture, together with cattle-breeding, was the most

important industry of the country. Nevertheless, the prestige of

this idea had no influence upon the position of the agricultural laborer

who was always looked down upon as a hard-worked creature." The

important fact for us is that, despite paradoxical results, societies are

in great degree shaped by the condition of the fundamental class of the

people ;
and by and by we shall find much in Egyptian life and, there-

fore, in Egyptian architecture which receives its final explanation in the

character of the pursuit, the grinding toil of the multitude who were

constrained to devote themselves to the " most important industry of

the country."

The multitude who labored in the arts and crafts were scarcely
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better circumstanced, or, as a class, more highly esteemed than the

farmers and herdsmen. The old monuments do not speak pleasantly of

their lot. They tell of its irksome, of its long hours, of the light lit at

night to prolong the day's toil, of its scanty rewards, its inglorious cir-

cumstances. We must be careful, however, in accepting any generalized

statement about a large number of people ;
and particularly we must

allow for the point of view of him who makes the statement. The

Egyptian monuments and papyri do not picture the farmer's and

craftsman's personal view of their own existence. In the hieroglyphics

and old paintings it is through the eyes of the priest, the official and

scribe that we see
;
and the aristocratic vision of the toiler's life is

always drap and sombre. We know that in our own times the repre-

sentation which the "
upper classes

" would give of the existence led by
the multitude would be lacking somewhat in color and light. We may
be sure that if we had a popular version of the farmer's and artisan's

circumstances under the Pharaohs, we should feel in it the warmth of

those elementary comforts and the stir of those common satisfactions

which are not absent from existence and human intercourse even under

the most adverse conditions. The native genius of the Egyptian
laborer, too, was not dark or morose. The element of peasant mirth

was strong in his composition, and he looks at us from the old monu-
ments with a happy serenity, a soft, natural smile which brightens the

gloomy portraiture of the ancient texts.

Apart from the fields and pastures, Egypt was a busy land. The
potter's wheel was ever moving, for the country was rich in ceramic

Potters at work. (From an ancient drawing.)

clay. The abundant flax fields supplied a multitude of looms, the

products of which were of high excellence. The papyrus reeds of the

Delta marshes were worked into mats and sandals, and ropes and paper,
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for which Egypt had a wide renown in antiquity. These reeds, more-
over, were used in the manufacture even of boats. Tanning was

extensively carried on. Despite the lack of native timber the carpen-

Weaving. (From an ancient drawing.)

ter was a busy and ingenious artisan. Metal-working was an important

industry. The great skill and artistic touch of the ancient Egyptian
goldsmith is even to this day a matter for high admiration. Of the

building craft, we shall speak at length later on. Its wonderful

triumphs in some respects have never been excelled
;

in others, even

with modern machinery, they are unapproached. It is well, how-

ever, to refer here to the richness of the country in building stone.

Egypt, as we have seen, is literally walled in with stone walls. Down

south, near the first cataract, there is granite. It was from the quarries
at Syene that the superb red granite came for the adornment of some
of the great pyramids, for the huge obelisks and for the colossal statues

of the Pharaohs. North of Syene the Nile cliffs are of sandstone, and

The transportation of stone. (From an ancient drawing.)

thither went the masons for the material for many of the temples and

tombs. Near Silsilis this sandstone formation gives place to limestone,

which extends along the remainder of the length of upper Egypt. Near

Memphis, at Turah, on the east bank of the Nile, there were great

limestone quarries, worked from the remotest time, which supplied the
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stone for the pyramids and tombs in the vast necropolis in the desert

on the other side of the river. Not far from Turah, and at a distance from

the Nile to be measured by about four hours' journey were alabaster

quarries. Between Coptos and the Red Sea in the Wadi Hammamat
was obtained the precious dark-colored Bechen stone of which so

many kingly statues and sarcophagi were made. Great expeditions-

were sent into the desert to Hammamat to bring back to Egypt a

supply of this stone. Even as many as 8,000 men were dispatched on

one occasion. Thus it is plain Egypt did not lack building stone, and

if Nature in the Nile Valley hampered the carpenter by her niggard-

liness she provided the mason abundantly.

Searching further into the composition of Egyptian society we find

above the craftsmen a great army of scribes and officials, a multi-

tudinous priesthood and the nobles, and the King with his retinue of

servants of all degrees, and the soldiery. At the head of the nation, of

course, was the ruling Pharaoh, who was regarded not only as master

of Egypt, but as a terrestrial god, the son of Ra,
" the good god

"
as his

subjects piously spoke of him, whose divinity was solemnly saluted and

verbosely eulogized. Immediately surrounding him were the numerous

royal household consisting of the imperial consort and her attendants,,

the King's harem, his scores of children (Ramses IT. had two hundred

sons and daughters), the court retinue of officials, workmen, domestics.

Pharaoh in his Harem.

(From an ancient drawing.)

The royal palace and its necessary appendages constituted a town of
no mean dimensions. It was the centre of the nation, the high seat of
power and authority which was exerted throughout the land into every
nook and corner by an elaborate system of officialism. In earlier days
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Egypt was a feudal state. The Pharaoh was nominally and in some
measure actually the owner of all the soil. Personally he possessed a

large domain, farmed by
"
royal slaves," but the bulk of the land was

held by feudal lords whose tenure of their fiefs was hereditary and con-

ditioned only by the payment of regular tribute to the imperial treasury,

by personal military service and by the duty of furnishing the monarch
with a fixed number of armed men in time of war. In transmission by
descent, the new ownership had to receive the sanction of the King.
Thus grouped around the central power and attached to it by ties, the

strength and closeness of which varied with the personal force, prestige
and fortune of the ruling monarch, were a number of petty sovereigns
whose sway in their own principalities was practically supreme. These
vassals maintained courts in their several provinces, smaller copies
of the royal establishment. There was a palace like the Pharaoh's,

peopled with courtiers, officials, scribes, concubines, workmen and

domestics. The lord farmed part of his domain himself and let the

remainder of it to his subjects, who paid him in services and in kind. He
kept an army and navy, and though not a god he was high-priest and

law-giver. Such in brief were the conditions which prevailed in the

earlier days of Egyptian history. There is no fixity, however, in human

affairs, and in Egypt as everywhere else there were not only the slow

changes brought about almost insensibly by daily events, but there

were revolutionary alterations produced by conquest and by violent

internal ferment. As we shall show further on, the feudal state entirely

disappeared in Egypt in the middle of the national career, and was

replaced by the rule of the military cast and the priestly cast, the latter

predominating.
Beneath the Pharaoh, the petty rulers, feudal, military or priestly,

the multitudinous minor officials charged with the inferior details of

administration and the collection of taxes, came the mass of the people,

the vast commonalty of craftsmen, farmers, peasants and serfs, docile,

limited and ignorant, to whom existence was very much an affair of the

commoner instincts. We have already sketched their pursuits suffi-

ciently for our present purpose, and now the reader perhaps may be

able to make for himself some picture of the national life of ancient

Egypt, and it is this picture the foregoing descriptions have been

intended to create in the town, the palace of the noble, the houses of

the rich, the army of functionaries, the temple with its priesthood, the

military, the several classes of workmen, each class united in a corpora-

tion under a master-workman (for in Egypt everybody owned some

master) and grouped in certain quarters of the city ;
the small crowded

habitations of the poor, the open space where the weekly markets were

held and artisans and peasantry from the country around congre-
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AN EGYPTIAN VILLAGE.

gated to barter and haggle over their wares and produce. Outside

the city, the rural population lived, huddled in villages of mud

huts, not in farmhouses scattered along country lanes
;
for the river

was the great highway of travel, it led everywhere, and the canals

that intersected the fields made roadways and vehicular traffic almost

impossible.

There is still to be added to our picture of Egyptian civilization an

essential element which as yet has scarcely been hinted. The central

fact in every civilization is its religion. Despite errors, absurdities and

superstitions, with which the intellect may not sympathize, it is religion

that embodies the prevalent moral ideas of the time, we may say

presses them into action, thus contributing immensely in the formation

of the type of civilization produced by a people. It shapes their ideals

and furnishes them with that ultimate sanction for conduct to which all

their activities constantly tend to conform. Moreover, all the higher
moods of man if not formally religious have strong affinities for religion,

and as in Art there is inevitably an element of spiritual elation (Art is,

indeed, a notation of the higher moods), it is at all times closely asso-

ciated with religion. Architecture, particularly, has attained to its

highest reach upon the consecrated ground of each generation, and
nowhere more closely than in Egypt has architecture been allied with
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religion. It is impossible to understand the one without some knowl-

edge of the other.

It is not necessary here to undertake an elaborate account of the

very difficult subject of Egyptian mythology. The facts we have to

keep in mind are few. The Egyptian worshiped a great number of

gods, "a rabble of gods," it has been said that "severally represented
a function, a moment in the life of man or of the universe." In the

Egyptian pantheon were sun-gods, star-gods, gods identified with
certain animals, reptiles, and plants. It is very probable that in the
times preceding the historical period Egypt was a land of petty states,
and that each little principality was not only the seat of a separate
government, but of many other local differences, of which, no doubt,
those of a religious character were the most important. Each district

had its specially favored divinity or divinities. In one it was Ra, in

another Ptah, in another Amon, in another Hathor, in another Osiris, in

another Set, or Isis, or Thot, as the case may be, and it is easy to

understand how in the political unification of the country and in the

parts which the nomes or principalities played in subsequent national

history the prestige of the several gods increased or diminished with

the fortunes of their worshipers. The influence of the local god was
extended with each enlargement of the sphere of the political sway of

his town or district. In this way there arose great-gods, distinct from
the small, local, inferior divinities. Even among the great-gods them-
selves ranks and orders were evolved, the lines of which were pretty

definitely established before the beginning o the historical period.

Intercourse and the growth of national sentiment not only tended to

produce a national pantheon, a grouping of the " rabble of gods
"

into

a related family, but several divinities were merged into one by a

process of identification, or were amalgamated into types, so that many
gods came to be regarded as merely different manifestations of the same
divine personality. The evolution of Egyptian religion progressed
towards the conception of one god, but it never attained to the abolition of

polytheism. There were always the greater gods and the lesser, gods

purely local and gods of national repute, and with the cult of each were

associated legends and tales, wonderful as the stories of mythology are

wont to be.

And to all these gods clung so much of human nature that they

appear to us as very little more than magnified men and women. A
dwelling was needed for the god, so temples were built for him

;
he

needed meat and drink, consequently the table of offerings were laden

with sacrificial food
;
he had a "

mystical harem "
of women of high

rank who sang before him, and it was the duty of the priest even to

dress and rouge the god (represented by, if not loosely identified with,
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the image of the divinity). There were, of course, days of festival and

feast in his honor when the sacred statue, inclosed in a shrine so

that the profane might not see it, was carried in procession among the

people. The priests alone officiated in the worship. The populace

were pious spectators of the ceremonial, at least they were no more

than such during the greater part of the Egyptian history.

In the very early days there was a lay priesthood as well as the

strictly sacerdotal class which officiated in the temples, but in the

course of time the religious administration passed exclusively into the

control of the ecclesiastics, who during the New Empire became the

dominant force in national affairs. This was inevitable almost, their

An Egyptian and his Ka. (From an ancient drawing.)

riches were so enormous, created by gifts of the pious and the gener-
osity of the Kings. For instance, in thirty-one years Ramses III.

bestowed upon [the temples of Egypt 169 towns, 113,433 slaves,

1,071,780 plots of ground, 514,968 head of cattle, 178 ships, 680,714
geese, 5,74o,35 2 sacks of corn, 6,744,428 loaves of bread, $1,000,000
worth of the precious metals (reckoned at the present greatly diminished
valuation of gold and silver), 1,093,803 valuable stones, not to speak
of enormous gifts of wine, beer, honey, fish, fruits, incense, and the like.

But the foregoing tells us nothing of the nature of the faith of the

people, of the personal interest of the Egyptian in the religion he pro-
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fessed. The gods were something more to him than the centres of an

imposing ceremonial. They dispensed to the faithful good fortune,

health and abundance, they were the protectors of the state or the dis-

trict or the town, as the case might be, and it was to gain the favor of

his god that the pious Egyptian brought to the priests the first fruits of

the harvest. Besides, the Egyptian believed in an

existence after death, judgment for offences committed

during lifetime, and a long probation, after which body
and soul were again united never to be dissociated

Beyond the grave were the "beautiful ways which the

glorified travel," and the peasantry dreamed of a

happy land where barley was seven cubits high and

where, when the day's work was done, the laborer

seated himself under sycamores and played draughts
with his friends. The Egyptian idea of the soul or

Ka, as it was called, was in many respects one of the

most peculiar conceptions ever formed by the human
mind. This Ka was, in a sense, the spiritual "double"

or image of the individual, the vital spirit residing in

the body. During lifetime the Ka-was nourished with

the body, but after death it had to be sustained with

food to prevent extinction and at the same time pro-

vided with a corporeal form to abide in. With these

facts in mind we can understand why the Egyptian
went to such great pains to preserve the body by em-

balmment. It was to be perpetuated for the final

reunion with the soul,

and in order that the

Ka might take pos-

session of it when-

ever it so pleased.

The extinction of the

Ka meant the anni-

hilation of the indi-

vidual. Herein we
find the explanation

of the great pyramids
and the elaborate

methods of sepulture

devised by the Egyp-

tians. Existence did not cease with death. The wants of the deceased

continued in the tomb, hence it was trie highest duty of the living to

provide the mummy with food and extensive mortuary furniture.

I II II II!

Representation of Ka descending a tomb shaft to join the mummy.
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Usually we find associated with beliefs like the foregoing a strange-

confusion between actual things and the representations of them; that is,

a picture or image of an object is regarded as in some measure identi-

cal with the object itself. The Egyptians held this notion. Conse-

quently it was natural for them in providing for the requirements and

comforts of the dead, not only to supply the Ka with actual food and

drink and so forth, but with more durable pictures of offerings and

with statues of the deceased. The former constituted a kind of magi-
cal or spiritual subsistence, and the latter in case of accident to the

mummy served as a sufficient embodiment for the Ka. Hence we find

the Egyptian tomb decorated with pictures of a profusion of loaves,

meat, fruit, jars of wine, and furnished with a number of statues. Even

inscriptions enumerating these supplies were regarded as sufficient sub-

stitutes, and on the tombs petitions addressed to the pious passer-by
were placed, supplicating him to exclaim on behalf of the dead,

"
grant

thousands of loaves, thousands of jars of wine, thousands of jars of

beer, thousands of beeves, thousands of geese," for the ghostly susten-

ance of the departed Ka.

Harry W. Desmond.

In the chapter to follow will be shown the relation of the foregoing data to Egyptian
architecture and its history.
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NEW BOOKS.

A SUGGESTION.

The translation into English of valuable books

on art is continually prevented by the costly char-

acter of the books. To take an extreme case :

Here is, now nearly complete, the magnificent

work by Geymueller on the
' ' Renaissance Archi-

tecture of Tuscany." It will cost, when complete,

two thousand marks; and what American pub-

lisher would dare to undertake an edition of that,

with English text ? And yet, to note its extreme

importance ; to observe the list of biographies of

great artists that it will contain, all of them

treated with fullness, all up to date, all embodying
the result of the latest research ;

to see that here

will be what exists nowhere else, the life and

works, with abundant illustrations, of Brunellesco,

Desiderio, Rossellino, Baccio d'Agnolo, Dona-

tello, Verrocchio, Alberti, Mino da Fiesole and

their compeers, thirty-eight of them in all
;

to

examine the noble photographic plates and the

trustworthy engraved plans, sections and details,

to turn over, in short, any one of the sixteen

double numbers that have appeared so far is to

long as one without hope for the introduction of

Americans to this monumental book.

Well, not even if all in English could this book
be bought by many private persons. But in

scores of towns there are societies who could buy
it, and who would make up their minds to the

pull if only the text were in English. In every

great city there will be three or four copies

bought ; there might be many more, if only the

text were in English.
So that, as the desideratum, or an edition with

English text, seems wholly unattainable, the

thing to hope for and to strive for would seem to

be a translation of the text and its publication by
itself. It would make about 1,600 octavo pages,
or three volumes like those of Viollet-le-Duc's

Dictionnaire
', or rather more than Fergusson's

"Ancient and Mediaeval Architecture." In

America and England an edition of such a book

might well be sold, for it would have its great

and peculiar value apart from the plates and

without them, while by means of it every copy of

the original German work would become for us

what it is for Germans. In other words, the

library which would buy the folios and pay $500

for them, would also pay $15 for the text in

English ;
and that, by the way, in a far handier

form than the huge original, with its pages of

t-lYz by 24 inches. It must be premised and

agreed upon that great care be taken with re-

ferences alike to -the large plates and to the

numerous illustrations in the text
;

that is of

course. And the translation must be a worthy one ;

absolutely complete, very close to the original,

and written in as elegant English as the destinies

allow.

There are other books of this grandiose sort.

Bode's work on the "Sculpture of the Renais-

sance
"

is to consist of about seventy parts at

twenty marks each. The work on " Greek and

Roman Portrait Art," by Brunn, Arndt and

Bruckman, is to be of eighty parts, at the same

price per part. Brunn's
" Monuments of Greek

and Roman Sculpture," now complete, is of the

same size and cost. And these books are all of

general interest
;

not one of them is a mono-

graph or devoted to the excavations upon one

site or within one State, or to the buildings of

one town, or to the sculpture of one artist or of

one collection. Each one of these books is of

primary importance, and ought to be made acces-

sible to every student.

Let us now be reasonable and modest in our

requirements and speak of smaller matters. Here

is Salzenberg's book on the buildings of Constan-
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tinople, to which attention has been called by the

valuable book of Messrs. Lethaby and Swainson,

which we review. Salzenberg's folio is not very

large, and his quarto of text is thin. No one

need pay more than fifteen or twenty dollars for

the original, and an English translation of the

text could be included in a two-dollar octavo.

Choisy's "Art of Building Among the Byzan-
tines

"
is still smaller and still less costly. By-

zantine architecture is exciting some interest just

now, one is glad to see. Well, no one can be

said to know much about it until he has studied

these two books. And it must be said plainly

that looking at the plates and puzzling out a little

of the German or French text which describes the

plates is not studying the book or the subject,

whatever the sanguine may suppose. Turn the

question around. Ask yourself how much a

Frenchman who cannot read English any more

easily and naturally than most of us read French

is likely to get from one of the few books of crit-

ical value which we have in the English library of

art. Is it not evident that he will misread and

misjudge fully as often as he will receive the

right impression from the text ?

Therefore, we ask for translation and publica-

tion in an inexpensive form of the text of art-

books in German, French and Italian; perhaps

also in Spanish ; perhaps also in Russian
;

of

periodicals if not books in Greek ; of now and

then a monograph in the language of one of

those small States whose citizens publish their

important scientific and scholarly work in French

Denmark, Sweden or the Netherlands. A
foundation like the Avery Architectural Library

ought to have a fund for this special purpose, and

little by little its treasures should be made acces-

sible to all its beneficiaries by English transla-

tions of the right sort.

The Church of Sancta Sophia, Constantinople.
A Study of Byzantine Building. By W. R.

Lethaby and Harold Swainson. London
and New York : Macmillan & Co. 8vo.,

pp. viii., 307.

This is a beautiful book. It is printed on laid

paper with the "Alliance" water mark, of

pleasant surface and left with rough edges. The

printing is good English work. The illustrations,

seventy-five in number, are unusually attract-

ive
;

all from original drawings, all having a cer-

tain resemblance to one another in their system

of black and white, and all pleasantly quaint and

archaic looking, as if from a fifteenth century book.

Moreover, a slight glance at the book is enough

to show that it is full of most valuable matter. It

is not well arranged however. One looks in vain

for a list of illustrations and the text mentions
"

fig- 5
"

r
"

fig- 26" without any mention of

where the said figure may be, whether above or

below. The distribution of the material of the

text is unsystematic ; made so, perhaps inevit-

ably, by the succession of long transcripts, from

Procopius, Agathias, Eragrius, and especially
Paul the Silentiary, which are succeeded by a

long inquiry into the original and later arrange-
ments and furnishing of the church, this by an
account of the reparations of 1847, and this finally

by an analysis of the construction and decorative

character of the church, partly original and partly
founded on the books of Salzenberg, Choisy and
Labarte. The authors have gone to the building
with open eyes and a fine reverential feeling for

the noblest church of Christendom, they have

compared the most important ancient writers and

have guided themselves by the most trustworthy
modern authorities, but their book is a bringing

together of valuable material rather than a well-

arranged history or a criticism. The index goes
far to complete the work

;
and yet the index itself

in giving after the term "Dome of S. Sophia"
thirteen page-numbers Mlkhout further explana-

tion, eight such numbers to the word "
Capitals

"

and as many to the word "
Vaults" cannot be

thought to help the student much. Every stu-

dent knows the impatient despair with which,
after looking up four or five of these pages in a

vain attempt to find a special thing, he drops the

subject. This is a good book io read one may
even read one chapter and skip another

; but

books of this class are far more useful for refer-

ence than for perusal, and as a book of reference

this is not a complete success.
"
Sancta Sophia is the most interesting build-

ing on the world's surface. Like Karnak in

Egypt, or the Athenian Parthenon, it is one of

the four great pinnacles of architecture, but un-

like them this is no ruin nor does it belong to a

past world of constructive ideas, although it pre-

cedes by seven hundred years the fourth culmina-

tion of the building art in Chartres, Amiens, or

Bourges, and thus must ever stand as the

supreme monument of the Christian cycle."

These words quoted from the preface show the

authors' point of view, assuredly the right point

of view to take in discussing as architectural

critics any great building of the past. The book

is full of a wise and sympathetic appreciation of

what is great in architecture and of what is in-

structive in liturgical and decorative archaeology

and will repay all the study that may be given

to it.
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Rational Building. Being a Translation of the

article "Construction," in the Dictionnaire

Raisonne de 1'Architecture Fran9aise of M.

Eugene - Emmanuel Viollet-le - Due. By
George Martin Huss. Macmillan. 8vo.,

pp. vii., 367, $3.00.

The publication of translations of scientific and

critical works is only commendable when the

translation is literal and complete. The English

reader who cannot read a given foreign language

has a right to complain if he is offered a transla-

tion partial, or incomplete, of a book in that

language which he desires to use. Such a

translation goes far to prevent the issue of a

complete one. And as for the partial trans-

lation itself, the student is within his rights

when he asserts that the translator has no

business to do his selecting, his choosing that

is to say, the first and most important part of his

studying for him. This is the more especially to

be insisted upon because it is notorious that most

translations are made by wholly incompetent per-

sons. A young woman who can speak French

fluently and who has read a number of French

books would be a person above rather than below

the average of translators, and yet such a person

would probably be igntyant of the exact meaning
of many modes of expression and turns of phrase

and would certainly be ignorant of the exact

force of the technical terms employed.
The above preamble is to explain why the book

under consideration seems to us important-

although the translation of only one article

selected from a large work of reference. The
translation is extremely literal, sentence by sen-

tence, phrase by phrase. Every one of the 156

illustrations of the original is given in its proper

place, reduced in size, it is true, and less pleas-

ing, but as useful as the French originals. As

with the illustrations so with the text. It is less

pleasant to read than the original, because of a

certain stiffness which comes of the attempt to be

severely exact, but the whole work is here for

whomsoever would study it.

As to the importance of the work itself it must

be noted that of the nine volumes of M. Viollet-

le-Duc's text, half of a volume is devoted to this

one article, Construction, and much more than

half a volume to the one article, Architecture;

that these two articles embody the author's

theories and convictions as to ancient and me-

diaeval building as a science and as an art ; and

that this discussion covers all the art of archi-

tecture previous to the day of steel and iron con-

struction as made possible by modern organized

industry. All our styles of architecture are based

upon the systems of building which are analyzed
and criticised in these two articles, Architecture

and Construction. One of the two is given in

this book in intelligible English, and now we

shall hope for the other.
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